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Unsettled and
Unsettling Issues

THE FIRST SEMESTER of 2007 saw the playing out of a
tired scenario: politicians traipsing up and down the breadth of
the country courting the voting populace.
The circus had returned: was election season once again.
There was hardly anything to distinguish the latest electoral exercise
from past elections. All the old and worn tricks were pulled out of
the campaign hat: promises were intoned, money was liberally
shelled out, goons were unleashed, blood was spilled, and spilled
generously.
If there was anything remarkable about the recent polls, it was the
ferocity by which the party-list seats were contested.
The first article for this semester’s IN FOCUS (“The 2007 polls: A vote
against unsettled and unsettling issues” by Loretta Ann P. Rosales)
assesses the recent national elections in light of human rights issues
that should have been at the core of the campaign discourse. As
the writer asserts, the results of the May 2007 polls (especially that
of the senatorial race) loudly express the people’s revulsion towards
the current administration. Yet in a number of instances, the people’s
will was also thwarted: some of the election victories were fraudtainted. The author rues the dwindling number of progressive partylist representatives in the Lower House, but she also warns about
“days of disquiet and nights of rage.”
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A national election offers opportunities by which the citizenry can
stake their claims on human rights. At the very least, it offers a
venue in which pressing issues can be discussed. Sadly, however,
Philippine-style elections have not evolved to that level. Health
concerns, for example, were hardly mentioned by the candidates.
Not one of those who ran for elective positions placed health rights
as a top priority. Because health issues never got to the forefront,
reelectionist lawmakers avoided being put to task for their failure
to pass the Cheaper Medicines Bill during the 13th Congress. These
and other plagues of the health sector are discussed in “Health
headaches seek state cure”.
If health issues did not make it to the candidates’ agenda, neither
did the issue of food. How would hunger and malnutrition figure
as an election issue when the president herself would not admit to
the stark truth that Filipinos are food-poor? In answer to the question:
“Just how hungry are the Filipinos?”, the writer looks at the latest
hunger statistics that put to a lie, in no uncertain terms, the economic
growth trumpeted by the president. Causes are looked at and current
food programs are assessed. The prognosis: hunger mitigation
programs that do not recognize the root causes of the problem will
go nowhere.
Prof. Flora C. Arellano contributed the article on education, “The
social dilemmas in Philippine education: Roadmap and challenges”.
She looked at the disturbing trends in the education sector, among
which is the poor quality of graduates. One should not be surprised
why Philippine education is in such a sorry state: government
allocation is never sufficient, because paying off its foreign debt
eats up the bulk of the annual budget. The author catalogs some
possible solutions to the education woes, all of which entail firm
resolve on the part of the State. After all, it is the State’s obligation
to ensure that quality education is provided to its growing citizenry.
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The right to housing, another issue snubbed but exploited during
the May elections, is dissected in “Still searching for a roof: The
right to housing situation”. The government was implementing the
most massive eviction in the country’s history, yet candidates
remained resolutely silent on the issue. It would have been a ripe

opportunity for the people to push shelter and human settlements at
the top of the election agenda.
If the election enterprise loomed large on the socio-political
landscape during the first semester of 2007, it did so against the
backdrop of massive human rights violations. Political killings
increased, forced evictions continued, hunger stalked the majority,
and health services and quality education remained privileges rather
than rights. It remains to be seen whether the latest poll exercise,
one that cost billions of pesos and hundreds of lives, will help in the
fulfillment of the people’s basic human rights. —JM Villero
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The 2007 Polls:

A Resounding
Protest Vote
Against Unsettled
and Unsettling
Issues
BY *LORETTA ANN P. ROSALES

T

HE MAY 14, 2007 polls was a resounding vote of protest by
the people against a long line of unsettled issues: from the
dubious count of the 2004 presidential polls, spilling over to
the unresolved 2005 congressional inquiry on the ‘Garci tapes,’
the unsettling moves to change the Charter and declare a state of
emergency, and the two impeachment efforts to challenge Arroyo’s
legitimacy of rule.
It was a protest that voted seven opposition and two independent
senators into office, with only three seats won by the administration
ticket—the last one hanging on the credibility of a Bedoladministered simulated count of lost certificates of canvass.
It was a vote for moral leadership that catapulted Fr. Ed Panlilio
and Grace Padaca as governors of Pampanga and Isabela,
respectively, against the traditions of dynastic rule, warlordism and
money politics.
It was a vote of rebellion against poll fraud and corruption, ensuring
in the process the victory of a controversial young lieutenant, Antonio
Trillanes, whose claim to fame was his failed attempt to lead a
mutiny of soldiers in Oakwood Hotel in 2003.
It was a vote of militancy and vigilance by the people and by the
media. Angered by the deliberate denial of the 2004
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Congressional Canvassing Board to address opposition protests
by simply “noting” them, the people organized widely into broad
watchdog networks to ensure the protection of the citizen’s vote
and the integrity of the electoral process.1 The mass media, for its
part, kept the people informed of the vital electoral issues and the
levels of campaign before, during and after the elections.
The 2007 mid-term electoral contest was mandated by the
Constitution2 and Republic Act No. 7056, which synchronizes the
holding of national and local elections on the same day. On August
30, 2006, the Commission on Elections issued Resolution 7707
defining the election calendar and periods of prohibited acts for
the 2007 polls.
From the perspective of the 1987 Charter, whose written word was
inspired by the 1986 People Power of EDSA, there are three major
electoral reform measures that have been legislated, and would
undergo the tests of the 2007 polls.
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All three provisions seek to modernize and democratize the electoral
process through automation and the inclusion of qualified overseas
Filipinos and marginal groups in the electoral and policy-making
process.3
R.A. No. 8436 of 1997 provides for an automated election system
(AES) to modernize the historically flawed and fraud-prone electoral
exercises by automating the entire process. This has been amended
by R.A. No. 9369 which was passed on January 23, 2007,
providing for total automation in 2010 and partial automation in
the 2007 polls.
R.A. No. 9189 of 2003 provides for a system of overseas absentee
voting (OAV) by qualified citizens abroad, considering that an
estimated 8.5 million or 10% of the Filipino population now reside
overseas.
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Guided by the historical reality that Congress has been
monopolized by the elite, the party-list system was introduced to
democratize policy-making. R.A. No. 7941 provides for a party-

list system of voting on national, regional and sectoral levels to
allow the marginal sectors participation in policy-making in
Congress. It allots 20% of the total composition of the House to
party-list seats.
The principles of automation and overseas absentee voting are
derived from Article 5, Section 2 of the Charter on Suffrage which
mandates Congress to “provide a system for securing the secrecy
and sanctity of the ballot as well as a system for absentee voting by
qualified Filipinos abroad”. The party list system, in turn, is provided
by Article 6, Section 5 (1) and (2) which provides that 20% of the
House composition “shall be elected through a party list system of
registered national, regional, and sectoral parties or organizations.”
All three measures are in force at varying levels of implementation.
The party list system was first tested in 1998 and has engaged its
fourth election in 2007. Overseas absentee voting was first tried in
2004 with dismal participation because of restricting provisions
within the law itself. The 2007 Polls has likewise tested its viability.
The automation law was first enforced in March of 1996 in the
elections of the Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanao (ARMM)4.
It was again tried in 1998 in the same region.5 The automated
system, while far from perfect, reflected a positive step over the
manual system of counting and was seen as a move forward. In
the ARMM Elections Report, the automated counting machines could
average 40 ballots per minute as against manual counting where
the appreciation of one ballot would take 5 to 8 minutes on the
average.6 In Sulu, however, automation had to give way to the
manual system as the automated counting machine broke down.
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Given its limitations, the 12th Congress saw several bills filed to
push for partial automation in preparation for full-scale nationwide
automation of the electoral process. Akbayan’s House Bill No. 4397
and Rep. Jesli Lapus’s House Bill No. 6441 realized that Comelec
was not prepared to go on full-scale automation and therefore
proposed automating pilot areas for the 2004 Polls.
The Comelec thought otherwise and on October 29, 2002, it
adopted in its Resolution 02-0170 an ambitious modernization
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program for the 2004 Polls made up of three phases of the
Automated Election System (AES); i.e., Phase 1, Voter Registration
and Verification System; Phase 2, Automated Counting and
Canvassing System; and Phase 3, Electronic Transmission. The
President issued Executive Order 172 which allocated a sum of P3
billion to fund the AES for the May 10, 2004 Polls.
The Commission chose Mega-Pacific to provide it the automated
counting machines (ACMs) for Phase 2 of its modernization
program for the 2004 Polls. This was challenged before the
Supreme Court by the Information Technology Foundation of the
Philippines and other companies. They charged grave abuse of
discretion in awarding the contract for the purchase of the ACMs
to the Mega-Pacific Consortium, an entity that had not participated
in the bidding. The Commission, signed the actual contract with
Mega-Pacific eSolutions, Inc., a company that joined the bidding
but had not met the eligibility requirements.7
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The Court then declared as null and void Comelec Resolution No.
6074, which awarded the contract for Phase 2 of the AES to MegaPacific Consortium (MPC). It also declared null and void the contract
executed between Comelec and Mega-Pacific eSolutions (MPEI).
Comelec was further ordered to refrain from implementing any
other contract entered into with regard to the project.
The High Court also ruled that the Ombudsman should “determine
the criminal liability, if any, of the public officials (and conspiring
private individuals, if any) involved in the subject resolution and
contract.” It finally ruled that the Solicitor General take measures
to “protect the government and vindicate public interest from the ill
effects of the illegal disbursements of public funds made by reason
of the void Resolution and Contract”8.
By 2004, when Congress decided to implement partial automation,
it could no longer do so with the High Court ordering the Comelec
not to use the illegally-purchased ACMs from Mega-Pacific. The
2004 Polls proceed with the manual system.
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The Ombudsman initially recommended for the impeachment of

one of the Commissioners in compliance with the Supreme Court
ruling, but later withdrew this and decided that there was no criminal
liability after all. In the meantime, between 2004 and 2007, the
1,991 ACMs that were supposed to have been returned to the
supplier gathered dust in a warehouse while exacting from
government funds millions of pesos in storage fee.
Thus, when Congress finally passed R.A. No. 9369 providing once
again for partial automation in 2007 and full automation of the
Polls in 2010, the Comelec refused to implement this on grounds
that it was too late and it was not prepared, no matter how limited
the pilot areas were. Piloting the law in some areas would have
helped start the process of cleansing while restoring the public’s
faith in the fraud-ridden instruments of the entire electoral system.
R.A. No. 9369 was set aside, and in place of this, the Key Activity
Plan for a manual system of elections was adopted.
There were an estimated 13,950 positions contested9. However,
two and a half months after the elections, only the 12 national seats
of the Senate had been completed and proclaimed. The 12th senator
was proclaimed on 14 July, a few days before the opening of the
14th Congress. His proclamation, however, suffers under a cloud
of doubt, considering that the Certificates of Canvass that determined
his victory got lost and were reconstructed under simulated
versions10.

Déjà vu: Failed elections, padded voters’ lists,
flying voters, vote buying
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Seven provinces, six of them in Mindanao, declared a failure of
elections.11 While COMELEC is still unable to provide a report on
the results of the special elections of May 26 and 28 held more
than two months ago, a study was submitted by field reporters on
the special elections of the 13 towns of Lanao del Sur last May 26,
2007.12
The special elections are supposed to rectify the failure of the
electorate to cast their vote on Election Day in the seven provinces.
In retrospect, this phenomenon seems like a historical déjà vu where

5

the patterns leading to a declaration of a failure of elections in 13
of the 39 Lanao del Sur towns are quite similar, and in fact reflect
the same patterns from 7 towns of the same province that declared
a failure of elections in the 2004 Polls.
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Rey Sumalipao for instance is a factor to consider. He was implicated
in the ‘Garci Scandal,’ yet the COMELEC Chair still appointed him
as COMELEC–ARMM Director for the 2007 Polls. He lists down the
range of reasons for election failure: kinship and close affinity
between political candidates and election officers and inspectors;
threats to these election officers (who may have a number of relatives
running), preventing them from serving on election day; objections
against their functions as BEI members by rival camps. Critics think
however that this is sheer excuse to bide time for creative ways of
engaging in election fraud. 13 The fears were well founded,
according to the Reporters,14 as suspected election inspectors
identified with Malacañang were suddenly visible in Marawi City
and Iligan City, raising questions among watchdog groups that
they were there to boost the winning chances of Team Unity senatorial
candidates. Former PNP Chief Arturo Lumibao was seen at the
Ayala Resort in Mindanao State University at the time, while deals
were being made in the coffee shops of Cagayan de Oro City to
make Team Unity win, according to Lacs Dalidig, NAMFREL-Lanao
del Sur Chief.15
The blatant disregard for election laws and procedure was reported
by LENTE lawyers in four canvassing centers: Marawi People’s Park,
Marawi National High School, Amai Pakpak Elementary School
and Lanao del Sur Provincial Capitol. Carlos Medina, LENTE CoConvenor cited the case of BEIs in Masiu and Lumba Bayabao
inside the provincial capitol gym who defied orders of the COMELEC
officers repeatedly. Asked why they ignored instructions, they
answered, “Iba ang utos sa amin.” (“We have different orders”).16
For instance, the Omnibus Election Code provides in Sections 210
and 211 that the aggregate sum of votes should be recorded by
the BEIs on the tally sheets and on the election returns simultaneously.
They never did. When Atty. Raissa Jajurie of Saligan-Mindanao
questioned this irregularity, she was told by the BEIs, “Kagawian

na namin ito. Di kasi kayo tagarito.” (“We’ve always done it this
way. You’re not from around here, that’s why.”) LENTE’s Aimee
Mendoza of Saligan lawyers suspects that the pattern could only
come from COMELEC instructions as the systemized pattern of
cheating is uniform in all precincts.17
The four centers cited above where tabulation and canvassing took
place were filled with stench from left-over food and human waste
(since there were no portable toilets and garbage bins provided
by COMELEC). Poll watchers could not leave to relieve themselves
for fear the election returns would disappear.
Instead of staying at a distance as provided by law, police personnel
were inside the precincts serving as members of the municipal BEI
in Butig and Sultan Dumalondong towns where public school
teachers refused to serve for fear of their security against feuding
candidates. Police involvement was approved by Supt. Alex Lineses,
head of the Sultan Dumalondong team and assigned to the PNP
15th Provincial Mobile Group. Lineses was proud of his men who
were “well-trained and experienced,” most of them having
graduated from college. Sultan Dumalondong, according to Lineses,
always had a failure of elections since 1998. But in the special
elections on May 26, Lineses met with the warring factions so that
elections were held without a single fire shot. He ascribes this
diplomatic skill to his experience as part of the UN police special
force assigned to Liberia last year.18
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Flying voters and padded registration voters’ lists were rampant in
the Mindanao provinces during the special elections. In fact, in the
2004 polls, there were only 275,072 registered voters in Lanao
del Sur, but in 2007, this list suddenly shot up to 396,913.19
Up in Luzon, all forms and levels of vote-buying were observed by
watchdog research teams. There was retail vote-buying at the level
of the individual voter, which was rather risky as this was out in the
open; there was wholesale vote-buying at the level of teachers
serving as BEI and at the level of local COMELEC officers. The
transaction, better known as Dagdag-Bawas, involves tampering
with election returns (ERs) and Certificates of Canvass (CoCs). There
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were pre-campaign and campaign period vote-buying sprees
through the distribution of health insurance cards and other types
of services and goods.20
Political operators allegedly were advised to carry their trade at
retail level, as this would make the job of the COMELEC officer
easier in not having to “pad too many votes at the risk of being
detected.”21 Moncada, Tarlac; Daraga, Albay; Tuguegarao,
Cagayan; Masbate, and Quezon Province were observed as
lucrative vote-buying areas. In Sto. Tomas, Batangas, rice bags
and tocino were among the products offered allegedly by AGAP,
a new party-list of hog-raisers accredited by COMELEC.
While all the special elections are reported completed,22 their results
have not yet been formally announced. Because of this and for
other reasons, the COMELEC has not been able to complete the
proclamation of all the elected candidates from district and party
list representatives down to the municipal councilors. It is safe to
assume that the majority have already been elected and
proclaimed.
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On the other hand, a harassed COMELEC Records Section Chief
reports that they are unable to provide data on the countless preproclamation cases that have piled up on their desks with more
coming as of this date (August 3, 2007). It is strange that at this day
and age, a governor, a mayor, or a municipal councilor is unable
to sit because the settlement of pre-proclamation contests is taking
all of eternity.23 One is almost tempted to think certain quarters
would rather not settle, if they had their way.
On hindsight, the scheduled May 14, 2007 mid-term elections for
congressional and local government officials can perhaps be
compared to an unwanted pregnancy. Nobody in the Palace wanted
it and the House leadership, treating it like an unwanted baby, did
all in its power to abort it.

Aborting the 2007 Elections
8

Aborting the mid-term elections would be the necessar y

consequence of a people’s decision to amend the Constitution,
whether through its representatives in Congress or through a people’s
initiative. Should either one succeed, this would result in the convening
of a Constitutional body that would change the form of government
from the presidential to the parliamentary type. Through this
process, the mid-term elections would become irrelevant, resulting
in its abortion.
The issues on charter change were debated in Congress, in public
forums and within the academe. The political concepts involved a
series of changes: from a presidential to a parliamentary system;
from a bicameral to a unicameral body; from a centralized to a
federal system of rule. Proposed economic amendments zeroed
in on liberalizing the economy from the protective provisions
jealously put in place by the framers who expressed varying levels
of reservations to deregulation, liberalization and privatization
policies under Marcos.
The change from a presidential to a parliamentary system used as
strong argument the system’s vulnerability to destabilizing events
like people power whenever the people became intolerant of their
President. Secondly, given the penchant for electing celebrities in
office, to let the people directly elect the President endangers the
country to having incompetent, but popular leaders. Thirdly, under
a parliament, it becomes less costly, economically and politically,
to choose one’s state leader, an exercise that would be exclusive to
the elected members of parliament.
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One argument put forth in favor of a unicameral parliament,
meanwhile, showed the hundreds of House bills that always get
stuck in the Senate because of the latter’s failure to act on them. On
the other hand, those who favor a bicameral body would validly
expose the history of House subservience to Palace whims, no matter
how arbitrary, in post-Marcos Congresses, contradicting the
principle of separation of powers among co-equal branches of
government.
The argument on federalism was strongly expounded by people
from Mindanao, whose political grievances against “Imperial
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Manila” continue to this day. This Mindanao sentiment has found
an ally in Charter change with the promise that the right of local
governments to a fairer share of local economic development and
tax revenue would materialize with amendments towards federal
rule.
While discussion on concepts of charter revision excited students of
political science and politicians, hardly any effort was invested in
explaining how human rights, social justice, a pro-people economy
and public accountability were treasured provisions fought for and
now enshrined in the law; that such principles reflected the essence
of EDSA, a people’s uprising, that caught the world’s imagination
in the Filipino people’s struggle to restore freedom and democracy
to their country. Discussing these would have touched the hearts of
the citizens whose dreams of a decent life have never been realized.
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The people thus had other things in mind. They were more
concerned with matters of daily survival – food, shelter, health,
education, and work. They were not impressed by government
policies on attracting foreign investments by molding labor into a
timid, uncomplaining, and pliant work force. The P125 daily wage
increase was never legislated in ways that would benefit the worker
without hurting the businesses. Agrarian reform has generally not
improved the lives of the rural poor. Those who dare organize and
fight for their rights are killed by hired goons of big landowners, a
number of whom occupy seats in Congress. Educating the people
on how to nurture a healthy and happy family through safe family
control methods and reproductive health care is a pending bill that
is obstructed by a religious dogma on the unborn inflicted on the
House. A P10 billion compensation bill for thousands of martial
law victims cannot be passed because the Executive blocks it and
the House leadership complies. And in exchange for all these, the
people have started fearing for their lives against extra-judicial
killings that have become almost daily occurences ever since Gloria
Arroyo assumed the Presidency in 2001.
There were other issues that aggravated public confusion: two
impeachment initiatives in the House that called the President a
cheat, a liar and a thief; harsh words that could only come from an

angry people who felt cheated in the May 2004 Polls when the
‘Garci tapes’ scandal exploded in media a year after.
A cursory view of past events may help clear the cobwebs that
befuddle us today with the 2007 Polls and its impact on our lives.

Plunder, an unresolved issue across
administrations
The case of Ferdinand Marcos
When former Senator Jovito Salonga was appointed as first Chair
of the Presidential Commission on Good Government (PCGG), his
office listed 261 domestic companies allegedly owned by Marcos
and cronies which were affected by sequestration orders.24 In New
York, the Marcoses had several Manhattan buildings in 5th and 6th
Avenues, and properties in Texas. In Switzerland, the Marcos couple
entered into contracts under the names of William Saunders and
Jane Ryan in order to stash away huge amounts of money deposited
in the Swiss Credit Bank barely two years after Marcos assumed
the presidency on December 30, 1965.25
This is significant because as early as 1960, the Philippine Congress
had passed Republic Act No. 3019, the Anti-Graft and Corrupt
Practices Act, when Marcos himself was still a legislator. It gives a
list of corrupt behavior of public officials, now reinforced by
provisions in the Revised Penal Code, which imposes stiff penalties
for such crimes as bribery, fraud in the making of contracts,
misappropriation of public funds or property. It would not be
surprising if Marcos was one of the principal authors of the law.
The biggest victory of the PCGG against Marcos was the agreement
the government had with the Swiss government, transferring $570
million from Marcos deposits in several dummy foundations to
Philippine coffers through an escrow account in the Philippine
National Bank.26 The transfer of the money was made possible
under two considerations: one, that the money is proven ill-gotten
through judicial process and two, that a fair share should be given
to the victims of martial law.
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Today, the Arroyo administration continues to fail in passing the
P10 billion human rights compensation bill for Marcos victims.
The Sandigan Court meanwhile is preoccupied with litigation of
cases, including coco levy funds that have resulted in continuing
reversals of earlier rulings benefiting government. You also have
this bizarre situation where Lucio Tan, a Marcos crony, is now
locked in battle with the family over sequestered properties. In
sum, there appears a continuing reversal of decisions where
suspected compromises are now being negotiated between the
Marcos family and the administration, in total violation of why the
people rose in concerted force – to oust a dictator and restore the
wealth of the nation.
The case of Joseph Estrada
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After the case of Marcos, a plunder law was passed under former
President Corazon Aquino. Republic Act 7080 or the Anti-Plunder
Law defines plunder as a series of criminal acts by a public official
which results in at least P50 million in illegally acquired wealth.
The plunder charge against Estrada includes allegations that he
received P545 million in illegal gambling payoffs, P131 million in
tobacco excise taxes, and P3.2 billion “from commissions, gifts,
percentages, and kickbacks” that he deposited in the fictitious “Jose
Velarde” account.27
The charge before the Sandiganbayan was made after Estrada’s
impeachment, which subsequently catapulted Gloria Arroyo into
the presidency in January 2001. The impeachment of Estrada had
unraveled a style of leadership reminiscent of crony capitalism. It
was the kind that had little regard for the institutions of democratic
governance. Yet after more than six years, Estrada remains on
trial in violation of Republic Act 7080 or the Anti-Plunder Law of
1991.
Estrada’s plunder charge, however, pales before that of Marcos. It
had to take a people’s revolt, EDSA 1, to oust the dictator Marcos,
on grounds of plunder and repression.
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EDSA III: Revolt of the Masses
The 11th Congress impeached the former President, but failed to
convict him through the Impeachment Court. The court proceedings
were aborted when allies of Estrada in the Senate voted against
opening a second envelope, which was suspected to provide new
evidence for the court. They won by one vote (12/11). It became
obvious to the public glued to their TV sets that court decisions were
being motivated less by the rule of evidence than by partisan
interests.
With this stalemate, prosecutors walked out of the courtroom, ending
the impeachment trial. Within a few days, EDSA II mobilized more
than a million people calling for Erap’s resignation. AFP Chief of
Staff Angelo Reyes and his command were ultimately convinced to
withdraw support from Estrada. Estrada left Malacañang and VicePresident Arroyo succeeded him as President of the Republic in
January 2001.
The ouster of Estrada from the Palace did not sit well with the masses,
which knew little of the ethical standards of public office. By May
1, in uncontrolled rage, the people marched to the Palace,
threatening to climb over its gates. It took until early morning to
negotiate and appease the masses. Earlier, they had gathered at
the EDSA Shrine to express their loyalty to Estrada, whose political
allies had a major hand in helping gather and sustain the crowd.
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On hindsight, the poorer sector never learned to embrace the new
president, Gloria Arroyo. They remained loyal to Estrada up to
the end, and this was reinforced when Estrada’s bosom pal, actor
Fernando Poe, Jr., decided to challenge Arroyo in the 2004
presidential elections.
Gloria Arroyo: Tainted leadership against a backdrop
of fraud and violence
When President Arroyo stepped into office in January of 2001,
she told the people she did not dream of becoming a great
president. She simply wanted to be a good president and help
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bring about reforms. After Estrada’s style of governance, this
presidential approach encouraged the informed public. By 30
December 2002, Rizal Day, she promised the people she would
not run for elections in 2004 but will continue with the reforms she
had started. People were comforted by the gesture to be of public
service.
On October 4, 2003, the President changed her mind. There was
a “higher cause” she could not resist which demanded she run for
office in 2004 so she could continue serving her country. Many
who held her high on her commitment were utterly dismayed by
this turnabout.
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The 2004 elections differed from prior post-Marcos presidential
elections in many ways. For the first time, Filipinos in over 70
countries were allowed to vote with the first implementation of the
Overseas Absentee Voting Act of 2003. This was also the first time
after Marcos where an incumbent President ran for election. Since
Ms. Arroyo was not elected but merely succeeded an ousted
President Estrada in 2001, she was not banned from running for
office. Lastly, the 2004 elections were held under a highly volatile
and polarized situation.
Even before the eruption of the Garci scandal in 2005, the 2004
polls had been marred by some 200 election-related killings. As a
matter of fact, post-Marcos elections have always had as staple,
violence in the settlement of electoral dispute.
Nothing could ever be worse than the violence that took place in
the 1986 Snap Presidential Polls where a total of 156 people were
killed and several hundreds of people were wounded, so goes the
argument. This assertion does make sense when we scrutinize the
subsequent elections in the post-Marcos period. Election-related
incidents of violence under Presidents Ramos and Estrada indeed
went down. In 1995 under Ramos, there were 79 casualties; in
1998 under Estrada, this was reduced to 67, but under Arroyo in
2001, the casualties shot up to 111, increased much more to 148
in 2004 and slightly went down to 128 in the 2007 Polls.28 The
same pattern was reflected among the wounded.

Significantly, elections under Arroyo were comparatively bloodier
than elections under her predecessors. Firstly, election-related
violence among political candidates and their private armies
increased under Arroyo’s time. Secondly, it was during her
administration when extra-judicial killings rose to alarming levels
in apparent “coincidence” with the military refocus in counterinsurgency known as the Oplan Bantay Laya Strategy.29
The Philippine National Police, authorized to maintain peace and
order, will show in their reports that in every election period, whether
presidential or mid-term, the problem of loose firearms and private
armies becomes critical. A PNP report shows that there were 125
private armies under the payroll of local warlords during the 2004
elections.30 Despite the gun ban, the PNP reported an estimated
number of loose firearms between 200,000 and 300,000. One
private army in Mindanao alone had as many as 200 members
armed with 120 high-powered firearms.31
The Commission on Elections does not allow private armies during
elections. In its voluminous list of more than 155 prohibitions in the
Omnibus Election Code, it provides three things on private armies.
One, it allows only two to three armed escorts; two, armed escorts
should come from the police and military deputized by the
COMELEC; and three, firearms are banned except for the use of
the deputized police escorts.32 An evaluation of election-related
violence undertaken by the Armed Forces of the Philippines
considered that 80% of this violence came from the engagements
of private armies, many of them owned by politicians running for
election.
The 2007 elections did not show much difference from earlier polls
with respect to the nature of election-related violence that took place.
There were 93 private armed groups identified, yet only 23 of
them were reported neutralized, and this took place mostly in Abra.
Similarly, a paltry 2,403 firearms were confiscated by the authorities
end of April 2007. This is embarrassing if one is to consider that
three years ago the PNP admitted to a proliferation of loose firearms
during the election period estimated at anywhere between 200,000
to 300,000.
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Politics of violence and money: Twin tactics to
neutralize the left in the party list system
The last straw that distinguished the 2007 Polls from earlier exercises
was the relentless and orchestrated attack on the Party List System
in a systematic effort to neutralize independent and strong party
list groups, especially those coming from the human rights and Left
communities. Akbayan, Bayan Muna, Amin, Partido
Manggagawa, Gabriela, and Anak Pawis were party groups that
had strong traditions from the left and human rights communities.
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The ruling administration has found these left party list groups
annoying at the very least and beyond the parameters of control.
To neutralize these groups, the administration utilized two tactical
methods. First, it froze their project entitlements (Presidential
development assistance fund) for the past two years. This
discouraged their organizing strength within the communities and
left their base vulnerable to other party list groups who in turn were
provided with material endowments. Second, in the election
campaign, the Commission on Elections accredited 93 party list
groups despite the fact that quite a number of them were not qualified
for nationwide campaign.
Local warlords and politicians took hold of these local party list
groups and provided them the money that would engage and get
the commitment of local governments and their communities. Local
candidates would then commit to supporting these obscure party
groups who would be financially equipped to undermine organizing
efforts by left party list groups. Around 40% to 50% of the local
votes of left groups had been taken from them, thus eroding their
local base.
In the meantime, some of the left party list groups became specific
targets of Oplan Bantay Laya in an effort to neutralize the legal
front suspected of supporting the underground left under the CPP/
NDF/NPA. The main targets were: Bayan Muna, Anak Pawis,
Gabriela, Suara Bangsamoro and Kabataan party groups.33
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The first Bayan Muna casualties in the 2007 elections were mayoral

candidate Vice-Mayor Juvy Magsino (Lakas-CMD) of Naujan,
Oriental Mindoro and her assistant, Leima Fortu, Secretary-General
of Karapatan-Oriental Mindoro. Juvy, a human rights lawyer, was
accused by the military of helping NPA supporters, according to
one version, while another version was that this was simply a case
of political rivalry. According to Bayan Muna (BM) Rep. Satur
Ocampo, this was the 36 th and 37 th casualties of his party
nationwide since their party began participating in the 2001
elections. There were 18 more slayings of BM members in Mindoro
Oriental. President Arroyo immediately ordered an investigation
of the killings. Despite the Palace order, the spate of killings
continued. There are way over two to three hundred political killings
of party list members from Bayan Muna, Anak Pawis and Bayan.
The belief is that neutralizing the party list groups would isolate the
armed component, the NPA, and thus make it easier for the AFP to
deal with these armed groups.
On hindsight, we see a new phenomenon where election-related
violence is no longer a monopoly of feuding politicians with private
armed groups and loose firearms. Election-related violence has
become part of the counter-insurgency program of government. It
shows a lack of tolerance for the left, even if its members are noncombatants and do not engage in armed warfare.
It would be less than objective not to mention election-related violence
that comes not from politicians, not from state agents, but specifically
from the left underground. What they see as competitors to their
allies in legal parliament are considered as enemies. Because of
this, some of the killings of members of party list groups like
Akbayan have come from the underground left.
Another major source of violence comes from a recent force that
emerged and played a positive role in the 1986 People Power
uprising – the rebel military. From the seven failed coup attempts
under Corazon Aquino, the rebel military has once again figured
under Arroyo through the failed ‘Oakwood mutiny’ and the
successful battle for the Senate by the mutiny leaders, Gregorio
Honasan and Antonio Trillanes. Their victory in getting the people’s
votes says something of the people’s political sentiments with respect
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to Ms. Arroyo and the institutions she claims to represent.
Today, there is less of the left and more of the loyal and pliant party
list groups that have been elected to Congress. They remain loyal
to the President. Under this set-up, the President feels confident there
will be no impeachment in Batasan. The Senate may belong to the
Opposition, but the House belongs to her.
The waters may be still in Batasan for a while, but outside its gates,
the people are restive and they cry for change. The days of disquiet
and nights of rage34 may after all not be far behind.
----*The author served for three terms as the representative of Akbayan
Party-list in the Lower House of Congress. She is now the
Chairperson Emeritus of the same party-list group.
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Bantay-Eleksyon ’07, Legal Network for Truthful Elections (LENTE), the
National Movement for Free Elections (NAMFREL), the National Secretariat
for Social Action (NASSA)-VOTE-CARE, and the Parish Pastoral Council
for Responsible Voting (PPCRV) were among the most active and steadfast
watchdogs. COMPACT– IOM (International Observers’ Mission) invited
international MPs to observe the polls; KIDH (Kilusang Ibalik ang Dangal
sa Halalan) organized people’s initiatives in addressing the flawed
registered voters’ list, among others.
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The 1987 Charter provides the following: Article 5, Suffrage; Article VI,
Legislative Department; Article X, Local Government.
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On June 7, 1995, Congress passed R.A. No. 8046 authorizing COMELEC
to conduct a nationwide demonstration of a computerized election system
and allowed the poll body to pilot-test the system in the March 1996
elections in ARMM.
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On December 22, 1997, Congress enacted R.A. No. 8436 providing for
an automated election system. However, in Comelec’s Resolution No.
2985 dated Feb. 9, 1998, Comelec decided to limit automation to the
ARMM region.

6

Explanatory Note, House Bill No. 4397 Amending R.A. No. 8436, Bills
and Index Division, February 13, 2002, 12th Congress, First Regular

Session.
7

Supreme Court ruling, G.R. No. 159139, January 13, 2004.

8

Ibid.

9

12 senatorial seats, 220 congressional district seats, 55 congressional PL
seats, 81 provincial governors, 118 city mayors, 770 provincial board
members, 1,510 municipal mayors, 1,314 city councilors, and 12,092
municipal councilors. (COMELEC)

10

Bantay Election Report

11

Lanao del Sur, Tawi-Tawi, Sulu, Batangas, Shariff Kabunsuan, Basilan,
Lanao del Norte. This included 13 towns in one part of Lanao del Sur,
another 7 towns plus Marawi City, its capital in another part of the same
province, one each in Tawi-Tawi and Sulu, two in Lanao del Norte,
Batangas, Shariff Kabunsuan, and Basilan. (COMELEC)
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Statement on the Conduct of the 2007 Elections, by the Black & White
Movement, CODE-NGO, IPD, GZO, INCITEGov, C4CC (July 7, 2007).
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Ibid.
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Froilan Gallardo and Charina Sanz-Zarate (Mindanews)
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Statement on the Conduct of the 2007 Elections, INCITEGov, etc. July 7,
2007.
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Ibid.
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Ibid.
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Ibid.
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Ibid.
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Pangasinan district candidate Jose de Venecia and General Santos district
candidate Manny Pacquiao were celebrated candidates covered by media
engaged in such campaign activities. The Lakas-CMD President, Speaker
Joe de Venecia, simply smiled and patiently explained that this was a
party program and tradition in the service of party constituents.
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Statement on the Conduct of the 2007 Elections, July 7, 2007.
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Lanao del Sur, Tawi-Tawi, Indanan, Sulu – May 26-27; Batangas, Lanao
del Sur, Shariff Kabunsuan, Basilan – June 20, 2007; Lanao del Norte,
Pantar – July 23, 2007, Lanao del Norte, Pantao Ragat – July 26, 2007.
Communication with COMELEC has failed to get data regarding the number
of pre-proclamation protests and the results of the special elections.
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July 31, 2007 Partial Report, Institute for Popular Democracy: Areas with
pending pre-proclamation protests and therefore elective seats remain
vacant: Mayoral contests (Cities) = Tuguegarao, Cagayan; Gapan City,
Nueva Ecija; Calapan City, Mindoro Oriental; Pagadian City; Surigao
City, Surigao Sur. Congressional contests = Abra – Lone District; Kalinga –
Lone District; Cebu – 4th District; Lanao del Norte – 1st District. Gubernatorial
contests = Cagayan Province; Marinduque; Northern Samar; Shariff
Kabunsuan.
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These companies ranged from country golf clubs, hotels, telecommunication,
insurance companies, oil, sugar, tobacco, mining, agricultural farming,
logging, textiles, cement manufacturing, transport, casino, shipbuilding,
realty, hybrid coconut, etc., where Marcos, his family and his cronies were
financially involved. See pp. 343–348, Presidential Plunder, Jovito R.
Salonga, 2000.
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p. 292. Annex C, Ibid.
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As cited earlier, as of this writing, the Claimants Compensation bill has not
yet been passed; the failure of government to pass this into law is in direct
violation of an agreement it made with the Swiss government to give a fair
share of the $570 million to the martial law victims. In the 13th Congress,
the Senate ratified the Compensation bill while the House deliberately did
not calendar the bill for ratification. Sec. Gabby Claudio from the Office of
the President and the Deputy Executive Secretary, Mr. Jake Lagunera, were
reported to be in the Speaker’s room daily in the last week of session in
June to stop the passage of the compensation bill, among other Palace
concerns.
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P. 10, Investigating Corruption, PCIJ, Sheila Coronel and Lorna Kalaw Tirol
(eds.), 2002.
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Were the 2007 Elections Less Violent?, Alecks P. Pabico, July 5, 2007.
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Role and Actions of the Military in the May 2007 Elections, by GZO Peace
Institute, July 7, 2007.
PDI, March 18, 2004
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Article 22, Section 261, Par. U: Organization or maintenance of reaction
forces, strike forces, or other similar forces (is prohibited).
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Role and Actions of the Military in the 2007 Elections, July 7, 2007, GZO
Peace Institute.
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Taken from a title of Pete Lacaba’s book on the restive days leading to
martial rule in the Philippines.
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Rich people know that they can pass on money to their children,
they can pass on land, they can pass on titles, but there is only one
gift that workers can give to their children and that is good
education. This is the basis for the hope that the children will live
better lives, be able to move to a job, to a position within their
countries and within their societies that is different and better than
the one they enjoy.
—Albert Shanker (Education International)
.................................................................................................................................

N

O DOUBT we are experiencing once again the social
dilemmas in Philippine education system. A cursory look
at the sector reminds us of the years of neglect,
underinvestment and mismanagement of the entire system, resulting
in a vicious cycle of continuing vulnerability of the basic sectors in
our society – the marginalized and excluded children and adults –
in reclaiming their right to education.
Despite the Constitutional guarantees and other domestic legislations
that seem to support education, critical gaps in education
performance remain. Public expenditures in education do not reflect
the real cost of the increasing enrolment, inflation and other needs
of schools. The perennial problems of shortages of classrooms,
chairs, textbooks and qualified teachers are at the root of the
deteriorating quality of education. The catch-phrase, ‘no child left
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behind’ is hardly the scenario in far-flung areas, where schools
are either non-existent or serve as relocation sites for families and
communities displaced by armed conflict, natural calamities or
other forms of development aggression.

Trends in Philippine education
Access to Early Childhood Care & Education
Early child care and development (ECCD) programs have been
increasingly recognized as important interventions in preparing
children aged 3-5 for elementary education. There have been policy
discussions to include the latter stage of the pre-school education
as part of the formal education ladder of the primary school level.
At the moment, this remains an optional decision especially for
parents.
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The School Readiness Assessment done in 2006 reveals that only
35% were school ready. This data can be attributed to the following
factors such as: a) low investment in ECCD services; b) rising number
of children vis-à-vis very little support for alternative delivery modes
of learning to ECCD; c) attitudinal problems among parents such
as prioritizing older children for ECCD, over-protectiveness, fear
of security, among others; and d) need for continuing education of
various ECCD service providers.
As an important intervention for attaining Education for All (EFA)
goals, it was recommended that the expansion of ECCD coverage
among all children aged three to five years old be continued, but
with the following critical adjustments: a) identify and encourage
the most cost-effective and quality-assured ECCD programs; and
b) make sure that the most disadvantaged children get into these
programs. The operational focus of the recommendation is therefore
to use public funds from national and local governments to carry
out this recommendation (Philippine EFA Plan, 2000-2015).
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Participation in Basic Education
For school year 2006-2007, an estimated 20 million students were
enrolled in some 50,000 public and private schools around the
country. According to the Department of Education (DepEd),

combined enrolment in public schools over the last 5 years has
been growing at an annual average rate of 2.1%. This means that
374,000 children are added each year in the public school system,
entailing additional provisions of at least 7,500 teachers and
classrooms. DepEd figures also indicate that for the last 20 years,
enrolment grew faster at an annual rate of 2.72% on the average,
a rate that is even higher than the actual growth in population.
While access and participation rate improved significantly, internal
efficiency, cohort survival, and completion rates for basic education
have generally been going down. A study commissioned by the
World Bank noted that for every 1,000 Grade I enrollees, “312 do
not complete elementary schooling, 249 finish the six-year
elementary at an average of 9.6 years due to repetition, and only
439 finish elementary in six years.” What is most alarming is that
among the 688 who complete elementary education, “only 7
graduates score at least 75% in achievement tests in English, Science
and Math, which is the standard for mastery of required
competencies.” (Cited in the Draft Education For All, Department
of Education, August 2004)
There is much to worry about, because around 4.4 million Filipino
children are not going to school. Continuing and increasing fallout of children from the school system is a glaring picture of the
poor holding capacity of the Philippine education. Poverty and
related factors were the main reasons cited for not attending school.
Some of the children are engaged in child labor and other forms
of employment to augment family income. Some cited the high
cost of education, housekeeping work and school-related issues
for not attending school.

The Quality Gap
The poor and declining quality of education is clearly shown by
the consistently low scores obtained by pupils in achievement tests
administered by the DepEd over the years. The increases in test
results show only marginal improvement and the scores fell far
short of desirable levels. Students score very low in science,
particularly the 4th year pupils.
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National Achievement Test (NAT) Results (in Mean Percentage Scores)
NAT
NAT
NAT
Subject Area
Elementary
English-RC
Science
Mathematics

SY 2002-2003
Grade 4
43.55
41.80
43.98
44.84

SY 2003-2004
Grade 5
48.05
48.42
46.66
49.08
4th Year
44.36
50.08
36.80
46.20

Secondary
English-RC
Science
Mathematics

SY 2004-2005
Grade 6
58.76
59.15
54.12
59.10
4th Year
46.80
51.33
39.49
50.70

Source: DepEd, FY 2006 Budget Proposal, October 2005

The Philippine EFA Plan 2015 further reports that within the context
of the completion data presented, for every 1,000 Grade 1 entrants,
only 7 primary school graduates will attain 75% mastery level in
the achievement tests for English, Math and Science after an average
of 7.31 years.
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Proportion of Teachers Who are Not Science/Math Majors
SUBJECT
MAJORS
NON-MAJORS
General Science
Biology
Chemistry
Physics
Math

42%
44%
34%
27%
80%

58%
56%
66%
73%
20%

Source: DepEd, FY 2006 Budget Proposal, October 2005

The mediocre performance of students partly reflects the poor quality
and lack of competencies of teachers to handle the subjects they
teach. A major factor that explains the low achievement scores of
students in science is the lack of teachers with proper training in the
science subjects.
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An equally important concern is the lack of equity in the deployment
of teachers which can be a point to consider in resolving the issue
of teacher shortage. The re-assignment of teachers is restricted by
law in recognition of their rights as mandated by the special law
on teachers (RA 4670, the Magna Carta for Teachers) and also as

a safeguard against arbitrary decisions imposed by school
administrators. If this element could only be discussed by education
stakeholders, especially the teachers’ organizations and the DepEd,
as a way of addressing resource gaps and provision for generous
incentives and premiums to teachers, perhaps we may be able to
minimize such shortage. Certainly, teachers will not be forced to
leave the profession or migrate to other countries if the granting of
pay increase, promotion schemes, teacher development and
recruitment will be addressed to strengthen professionalism and to
improve the performance of the teacher sector.
Apart from this serious problem, classroom shortage is not fully
addressed. For 2007, the estimated classroom backlog is placed
at 20,742 classrooms if schools practice double-shifting. Classroom
shortage, in effect, is equated to increase in class size which basically
affects the quality of learning outcomes. As DepEd says, an ideal
class size is 45:1, but in reality the ratio is 55 students or more, in
a cramped and poorly ventilated classroom.

Under-spending on education, continuing deficit
In a study commissioned by the National Economic Development
Authority (NEDA), Dr. Rosario Manasan (2006) noted that the huge
resource gap for basic education for 2007-2015 needs P357
billion (under a high cost and MTPDP GDP assumption) or about
P40 billion per year in added resources for basic education. For
2007, the estimated resource gap is P32 billion.
This financing gap suggests that the Philippines is under-spending
on basic education. Though there was a budget increase for
education at an average rate of 5.2% over the last 10 years, the
proportion of the DepEd budget to the national budget went down.
In 1997, the national expenditure on basic education was about
3.2% of the Gross Domestic Product. This has gone down to 2.5%
by 2001 and further declined to 2.1% by 2005. These have
profound implications to per capita expenditure on basic education
in real terms from P397 in 1997 to P339 in 2001 and P289 by
2005 (based on 1985 prices). (Manasan, 2006)
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International Comparison
• The Philippines spends about P5,500 per pupil (Elementary
and High School)
• The US spends close to P200,000 per student
• World average is about P40,000 per student
• The Philippines spends only one-sixth of what Thailand spends
for education; and about one-tenth of Singapore

New Trends in Higher Education
Spiralling cost of private tertiary education. Since education is now
“in the sights of entrepreneurs”, the cost of education in the private
tertiary schools continues to rise, such that there has been an exodus
of students from private schools to state colleges and universities. A
significant change in the enrolment levels – from a growth rate of
6.4% in 1997 to a decline of 2.8% in 2002 – has affected private
tertiary schools.
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From a 10% share of all college students in 1980, enrolment share
of SUCs increased to 21% in 1994, and 34% in SY 2002-2003.
For the period 1997 to 2003, enrolment in public higher
educational institutions grew rapidly by an average of 9.62% per
year.

Low priority given to tertiary education. From a high growth rate
of 10.5% in 2002, nominal budget for SUCs has registered negative
growth rates in 2005 (-3.85%) and 2006 (-1.2%). This is illustrative
of the declining share of the entire education sector in the national
budget.
The share of the national government’s financing for the SUCs has
consistently declined through the years – from 85% in 2001 to 77%
in 2005 – as schools are compelled to shoulder expenses on specific
items. As a net effect, SUC spending per student declined by 23% –
from Php 17,000 in 2004 to Php 12,930 in 2006.

Low performance of graduates in national licensure examinations.
This can be attributed to the quality deficiency in higher education
such as the low faculty profile, and lack of necessary facilities to
support research and extension services.
Impact of information and communication technology (ICT) on
higher education. This has transformed the operating landscape
as well as the content and modes of delivery of higher education
which is a welcome development. But the negative side of it is the
expanding digital-divide especially since this technology is
considered as a profitable investment for multinational corporations.
Instead of improving the quality of education and lessening the
burden of the faculty in the creative modes of delivery of education,
these commercialized technologies are limited to those who have
the means. Those who cannot afford these technologies are left out
of the benefits of ICT.
Role of market in higher education. Orientation of course offerings
are driven by the imperatives of a market-driven economy. Even
the governance of universities is influenced by the market rules. As
a consequence, new forms of managing the schools have been
introduced such as privatization, corporatization, franchising and
multi-campus school systems as well as the higher education system
of pricing of tuition fees. The government’s role is more in the
provision of regulation and less on guaranteeing equity and nondiscrimination.
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Commercial presence of offshore schools, twinning arrangement
with local schools, and joint ventures. This poses serious problems
to the country such as distortions of the local academic provisions,
undermining indigenous institutions, labor market distortions and
exposures to high cost of tuition. Proper management and
regulation should be provided by the government through the
Commission on Higher Education..
Brain drain and lack of qualified teachers. With more Filipino
teachers lured to overseas teaching jobs which promise higher pay
and better working conditions, the shortage of qualified teachers
only worsens. But the problem of migrating teachers is not solely
about the resulting local shortage. These migrant teachers encounter
discriminatory practices in the receiving countries, such as disparity
in pay and benefits compared to local teachers doing the same
job and with the same qualifications. The government has an
obligation to its migrant workers: it must ensure that its overseas
workers, such as teachers, enjoy the same rights and status as those
in the host countries.
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Who Gets the Biggest Slice?
2007 NATIONAL BUDGET

Education
14.4%
DEBT/Net
Lending
30.0%
(Debt=P301.7
Billion)

* Basic Education 12%
Health
1.3%

Labor/Welfare
6.5%
Other
SocServices
7.1%

Defense/Public
Order
10.9%

Econ Services
19.8%
Other Public
Services
10.4%
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A P40 billion peso additional budget for education per year is just
a small slice of the total debt service.

Covering the resource gap
While there are economic and political constraints that govern
national budget appropriation, the government has to have more
will if it wants to overcome the downhill slide of Philippine
education. Here are some proposals:
•

Savings can be generated by reducing military expenditure
considering that combined AFP and PNP budget is nearly
the same as spending for basic education.

•

If all legislators (senators and congress representatives) put
all their Pork Barrel into school buildings, the amount can
eliminate the shortage in just two years.

•

A World Bank study estimates that P48B is lost annually to
corruption. This amount is 3 times more than what is needed
to cover the resource gap in basic education.

•

Higher and better package Official Develop-ment
Assistance (ODA) for basic education; and better/
optimized management of the Special Education Fund (SEF)
for critical input and investment in quality education.

•
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Decisively resolve the debt issue to favor social services
like education and health.

Central to this advocacy is the assertion that education is a basic
right.
4 The State should ensure adequate provisions for education
4 Investing in education and human development will ensure
economic progress and social development.
4 Education is everybody’s business; hence, social partnership
of all stakeholders should be mobilized to attain quality
education for all.
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Just How
Hungry are
the Filipinos?
A Right to Food Situationer

BY BERNARDO D. LARIN

B

ANKING ON the prospects of East Asian economic
integration and tighter economic relations with China tackled
during the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
summit held in Cebu last January, President Arroyo confidently
declared 2007 as the “boom year for the economy” and a time of
“great hopes and expectations.”
Little did she know that two months later, her high spirits would be
dampened by the reality that despite her pronouncements and
projections of economic growth, a substantial number of Filipinos
are still food insecure, a glaring reminder that the economic
prosperity the GMA administration has been harping on for almost
six years now remains a pipe dream.
In March this year, the Social Weather Station (SWS), an independent
research institution, revealed that based on its survey for the first
quarter of 2007, involuntary hunger remained at a record-high of
19% (or an estimated 3.4 million Filipino households).
According to SWS, the all-time high 19% hunger incidence was
first recorded in November 2006. It has remained at double digits
since June 2004.
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Mixed signals
Days after the SWS study was made public, GMA and Social Welfare
Secretary Esperanza Cabral tried to refute the survey findings by
implying that missed meals do not signify food insecurity. Still, the
President promised to wipe out hunger in six months.
In relation to this, she instructed anti-poverty commissioner Domingo
Panganiban, Health Secretary Francisco Duque III and other
concerned government officials to take immediate steps that would
impact on poverty and hunger within six months. Officials were
also warned to “shape up or ship out” after the said deadline.
The President also allocated P1 billion to fund anti-hunger measures
being implemented under the government’s Accelerated Hunger
Mitigation Program (AHMP). On April 3, GMA signed Executive
Order 616 creating the Anti-Hunger Task Force that will spearhead
and coordinate efforts of agencies tasked to implement the AHMP.
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Socio-economic Planning Secretary Romulo Neri also announced
the plan of Malacañang to use the possible P25 billion proceeds
from the sale of government-sequestered shares in
telecommunications giant Philippine Long Distance Telephone Co.
(PLDT) to wipe out hunger.
However, Malacañang also admonished the public, saying that
hunger does not solely stem from poverty and lack of opportunity
but could also be attributed to unwise spending patterns. Press
Secretary Ignacio Bunye had this advice for Filipino families who
barely make ends meet: cut down expenses on alcohol, tobacco,
texting, and other ‘luxuries.’

Other hunger study
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After a few weeks, government officials mellowed down on its
criticisms against the SWS study and tried to focus on the real issue,
that more and more Filipinos were getting hungry and poor
everyday.

In fact, according to World Bank’s latest data as presented in the
World Development Indicators 2007, at least 14.8 million Filipinos
were barely surviving on less than 1$ a day and another 43 million
live on 2$ a day.
It’s also quite intriguing that the government is casting doubt on the
SWS survey, when all along it has its own study on the extent of
hunger among Filipinos, results of which paint almost the same
scenario.
Recently, the National Nutrition Council (NNC) revealed that 49
provinces (63.6%) or roughly 6 out of 10 provinces in the Philippines
are food insecure or vulnerable. This data was produced using the
Food Insecurity and Vulnerability Information and Mapping Systems
(FIVIMS) indicators as prescribed by the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO).
The FIVIMS analysis validated the results of the 2003 National
Nutrition Survey (NNS) conducted by the Food and Nutrition
Research Institute (FNRI) indicating that 7 out of 10 Filipino
households are food insecure.
The FIVIMS study also noted that food vulnerable provinces also
registered higher percentage of underweight population both for
0-5 years old and adults.
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As early as October 2005, President Arroyo was handed a copy
of the highlights of the FIVIMS results. In fact, she utilized these to
identify beneficiaries of the hunger mitigation measures of the
government such as the Food for School program.
So, the curious things is, why did she try to dispute the SWS survey
when all the while she was well aware of the FIVIMS study which
basically indicates the same results? The answer lies in the fact that
the SWS findings caught media attention and could further
jeopardize her already dipping popularity.
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Accelerated Hunger Mitigation Program (AHMP)
AHMP is the primary response of the government to hunger and
also one of its major mechanisms to achieve the country’s
commitment to eradicate deprivation by 2015 under the Millennium
Development Goals (MDG) of the United Nations (UN).
Currently, AHMP has two major components: the Food for School
Program (FSP) and Tindahan Natin. FSP provides a rice ration of
1 kilo per day for 120 days to families who are experiencing
severe hunger through students in Grade 1, preschools, and day
care centers. At the same time, the 1 kilo rice also serves as incentive
for these pupils not to miss class to be able to avail of this benefit.
In the field, FSP is being supplemented by feeding programs for
malnourished children in daycare centers of the social welfare
department.
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Meanwhile, Tindahan Natin (rolling store) ensures the availability
of cheaper basic commodities (such as rice and noodles) to poor
families.
According to the President and the AHMP, the government’s strategy
in addressing hunger is by attacking it from both the supply side
and demand side. According to the AHMP matrix, the supply side
could be improved by increasing food production and enhancing
the efficiency of food delivery.
On the other hand, demand side imperatives include increasing
income, promoting good nutrition, and managing the population.
Concretely, among the supply-side approaches of the government
are the intensification of productivity programs, construction of
Barangay Food Terminals (BFT) and farm-to-market roads such as
the planned P2 billion ‘national grains highway’ of the Department
of Agriculture (DA).
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Meanwhile, plans under the demand side solution includes increased
productivity and income in coconut areas, aggressive micro-

financing, maximization of employment opportunities during
infrastructure construction, aggressive training, upland distribution,
social marketing, promotion of breastfeeding, nutrition education
in schools, and promotion of responsible parenthood.

AHMP under scrutiny
Perhaps the government’s anti-hunger program deserves to be
commended, if only for its holistic approach to the issue at hand.
But viewed from a human rights lens, it becomes obvious that many
fundamental food-related issues were left out of the program.
Foremost of these is the question of land reform which has been
proven to be very crucial in increasing agricultural productivity
and ushering in real industrial growth, and in augmenting income
of the farmers that still comprise a major portion of the country’s
food consumers.
When the Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Law (CARL) was enacted
in 1998, the Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR) targeted 8 to
9 million hectares of land that should be distributed to millions of
farmer beneficiaries. Now, less than a year before the program
expires, DAR reported that it has already covered 6.7 million
hectares of private and public lands, benefiting 4 million peasants.
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But the 85% CARP completion as claimed by DAR is questionable
because of ‘recycling’ of accomplishments and arbitrary removal
of landholdings from the target, says a study done by three peasant
organizations, Philippine Ecumenical Action for Community
Empowerment Foundation Network (PEACE), Partnership for
Agrarian Reform and Rural Development Services (PARRDS), and
Pambansang Ugnayan ng Nagsasariling Lokal na mga Samahang
Mamamayan sa Kanayunan (UNORKA). The study (“19 Years of
CARP: Gains, Reversals, and Uncertainties”) estimated CARP’s
performance at 40% of the target hectares of agricultural land.
The three peasant groups joined the snowballing calls for the
extension of CARP but they also cautioned that reforms should also
be implemented, including the removal of questionable mechanisms
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such as the stock distribution option (SDO) used in Hacienda Luisita
in Tarlac, leaseback based on voluntary land transfer or voluntary
offer to sell, and exemption of livestock areas, among others.

Agrarian-related violence
Another major stumbling block for CARP that has been there since
the beginning is the resistance of landowners and their persistent
efforts to prevent their landholdings from being covered by the
program. Their methods of defiance range from finding legal
loopholes to outright deception and use of violence against agrarian
reform beneficiaries.
A classic yet tragic example of this is the story of the farmerbeneficiaries of the 120 hectares out of the total 455-hectare
Hacienda Velez-Malaga owned by Roberto Cuenca in La
Castellana, Negros Occidental.
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As early as 2002, the farmers were already issued Certificate of
Land Ownership Award (CLOA) for the said portion of the
plantation, but the Cuencas were able to prevent their installation
in the property by filing a case in regular court.
Last year, the Supreme Court decided in favor of the farmers by
nullifying the lower court decision of removing the power of DAR
to distribute the Velez-Malaga estate. Despite this ruling, the
landowner continued to defy the authorities and resorted to
harassment and violence against the farmers.
On January 25, 2007, Pepito Santillan, 60 years old, one of the
CLOA holders of the disputed land, was murdered by armed goons
in his own house inside the Velez-Malaga landholding.
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Angered by this incident and frustrated by the powerlessness of the
government to install them to the lands that rightfully belong to
them now, the farmer-beneficiaries who are also members of Task
Force Mapalad (TFM) staged a hunger strike in front of the DAR
main office in Quezon City.

One month later, after 16 of the hunger strikers were hospitalized,
DAR Secretary Nasser Pangandaman finally managed to install
57 of the 122 CARP beneficiaries in Hacienda Velez-Malaga,
despite stiff opposition from the landowners and another group of
peasants that was also claiming the land. The farmers and DAR
both claimed victory with the establishment of the peasants in the
portion of the land covered by the CLOA.
However, three months later, on the first week of June, the farmers’
struggle for land was again tainted by blood when two from their
ranks were shot and killed and another six were wounded allegedly
by the guards of the Velez-Malaga plantation. The farmers were
on their way to till the land where they were just recently installed
when the shooting happened.

Increasing income
Back to the AHMP, a major solution identified to ease hunger was
to “put more money in poor people’s pockets” but the program
was silent on the long standing demand of the workers for an
increase in the minimum wage.
Right now, the minimum daily wage in Metro Manila is pegged at
P350. The rate is even lower in the provinces. But according to the
National Wages and Productivity Commission (NWPC), a family
of six, with two members working, needs to earn P768 per day to
survive in the National Capital Region.
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In the Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao, with the lowest
minimum wage at P200, a family of six needs P1,008 to stay out
of extreme poverty. But to make it worse, the real value of this
P200 wage, after factoring in inflation rate, is only P136.71.
Similarly, NWPC also revealed that the P350 minimum wage in
Metro Manila, when adjusted due to inflation, only amounts to
P245.61.
During the last sessions of the 13th Congress, just before the May
polls, labor leaders urged the Senate to approve the P125-hike in
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the minimum wage because a similar proposal was finally approved
by the Lower House in December.
The P125 wage hike has been stalled in Congress for six years
because of the strong opposition from the business sector, which
claims that while wage increases would benefit workers these would
hurt the bigger populace because of the ensuing inflation.
According to Joshua Mata, Secretary General of the Alliance of
Progressive Labor (APL), they agree with industry leaders that the
minimum wage is just one of the solutions to labor woes. Other
measures include respecting union rights, substitution of regional
wage boards by industry wage boards, and the elimination of
contracting and subcontracting.
The government tended to agree with the businessmen since the
P125 wage hike had never been included in the priority legislation
measures of Malacañang. There were also fears among the workers
that GMA would veto the P125 bill even if it is passed by Congress.
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It turned out that the President need not reject such law because the
proposal died a natural death with the closing of the 13th Congress.

Corruption
Another focus of the government’s hunger program is the construction
of infrastructures that would increase productivity and facilitate
efficient transport of food products such as farm-to-market roads,
irrigation, etc.
However, government leaders should also factor in and seriously
deal with graft and corruption that have been causing delays and
problems in the accomplishment of public infrastructure projects
and other agriculture-related undertakings, aside from draining
public coffers of much-needed funds.
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Recently, the National Irrigation Administration (NIA) employees
expressed suspicions over the diversion of almost P500 million for
the repair of irrigation facilities to the construction of farm-to-market
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roads. NIA officials denied any irregularity, saying that the building
of roads was a legitimate component of the irrigation repair project
under the P2 billion loan from the National Development
Corporation.
Related to this, a Commission on Audit report revealed that P419
million CARP funds generated from the sequestered wealth of the
Marcoses was used for phones, food, and travel of Comprehensive
Agrarian Reform Program Implementing Agencies (CIA) in 2004
and 2005. These offices include the Departments of Agrarian
Reform, Agriculture, Environment and Natural Resources, and
Public Works and Highways; the National Irrigation Administration;
and the Land Registration Authority.
Similarly, the Caucus of Development NGO Networks (Code-NGO)
reported that Nueva Ecija lawmaker Aurelio Umali’s Priority
Development Assistance Fund (PDAF), notoriously known as pork
barrel, was used to buy overpriced fertilizers and irrigation pumps.
Representative Umali naturally denied these allegations.
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Code NGO also made public its findings on its evaluation of 68
road and information technology projects funded by PDAF. This
prompted Sen. Panfilo Lacson to challenge the said watchdog to
identify legislators whose pork barrel funds were used to finance
overpriced computers and poorly built or non-existent roads.

Trade liberalization
In dealing with hunger, the government should also be firm and
should not compromise the interest of local food producers during
multilateral and bilateral trade negotiations.
A positive development on trade was the decision of the World
Trade Organization (WTO) to allow the country to have quantitative
restrictions on rice imports until 2012, thereby extending the
protection of the local rice industry against cheaper imports.
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According to agriculture secretary Arthur Yap, we need the
extended quantitative restrictions to improve the productivity and

efficiency of the rice industry before it becomes fully liberalized.
However, Secretary Yap also admitted that due to lack of finances,
the country was not able to maximize the WTO provision allowing
governments to allocate agriculture subsidy equivalent to 10% of
the sector’s gross value receipts, which in the Philippines’ case would
amount to P85 billion.
Still, Yap remained optimistic that the country would achieve its
target of being self-sufficient in rice by the year 2010.
Meanwhile, farmers already reeling from the influx of smuggled
cheap imported vegetables asked President Arroyo to continue
supporting the demand of developing countries within the WTO to
retain the special products (SP) and special safeguard mechanisms
(SSM). These were safety nets that would permit developing countries
to set the pace of tariff reduction on sensitive agricultural products
affected by free trade.
Based on its importance to food and livelihood security, an
agricultural product could be included in the SP list.
Benguet Board Member John Kim expressed fears that Mrs. Arroyo
might change her mind on the retention of SPs and SSMs in the
light of recent government talks with WTO Director Pascal Lamy,
who visited the country in his effort to break the impasse on trade
negotiations that collapsed last year.
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The agriculture department also declared that it wants the country’s
vegetable industry to be protected from cheap imports through
various protection mechanisms including the SPs and SSMs.
According to Undersecretary Segfredo Serrano, the department
has already included vegetables in the SP list but only onions and
chickens are considered ‘sensitive.’ The government has yet to
produce data on important vegetables.
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Global warming
The state of the environment is another factor that directly impacts
on the country’s food security.
Last February, the World Wide Fund (WWF) issued a warning that
the effects of global warming were already being felt in the country
and this would likely lead to shortage of food supply.
According to WWF-Philippines chief executive officer Lorenzo Tan,
since 40 million Filipinos rely on the Philippine seas for food, the
danger of hunger is very real because the damage brought by
climate change on marine resources would further affect the already
deteriorating fishing industry.
He also stated that the country’s staple food, rice, is also in danger
because of the alarming decrease in fresh water sources. Rice
shortage would also most likely be felt this year because of the
impending drought, Tan added.
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Earlier, it was reported that P10 million worth of vegetables were
destroyed by frost in northern Benguet. The temperature in the
said area dropped to 5 degrees Celsius.
The incident raised speculations of increases in the price of
vegetables but the farmers and agriculture officials warned traders
and middlemen not to exploit the situation to gain excessive profit.
The farmers also warned businessmen not to use the cold spell and
the damage it created to justify importation of vegetables.
According to them, locally produced vegetables were still enough
to satisfy consumer demand.

Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs)
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True, addressing hunger is an urgent concern of the government.
But it should not take rash actions that would compromise the health
and safety of its citizens. Take the case of the country’s current rice
policy, in which officials are prioritizing hybrid varieties, some of

which are genetically modified, over traditional types of rice.
Early this year, despite farmers’ appeals for the government to
finance traditional rice and corn varieties, agriculture officials
announced that P43 billion of a P240 billion Chinese investment
would be used to partly finance the production of hybrid rice and
corn. According to a DA official in Northern Luzon, the investment
would be allocated to hybrid varieties because the government is
bent on achieving food security.
This has been the focus of DA regarding rice despite the repeated
warnings of farmers’ groups and scientists against the entry of
genetically modified organisms in the country. Dr. Chito Medina
of Magsasaka at Siyentipiko para sa Pag-unlad ng Agrikultura
(Masipag) also said that rice should not be subjected to genetic
modification.
According to Dr. Medina, the use and importation of genetic rice
might endanger the health of Filipinos because GMOs have never
been thoroughly tested and yet, the government is already
approving the entry of these in the local market.
In February, Masipag claimed that 19 GMO products were already
in the Philippines. The group appealed to the Bureau of Plant Industry
(BPI) and the DA not to approve the application of Bayer, a German
company, for the direct use of LLRICE 62, a hybrid rice which is
herbicide-tolerant.
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Conclusion
It may be recalled that under the government’s Tindahan Natin
food program, rice and noodles are being sold to poor people at
lower prices. Also during calamities and evacuations in times of
conflicts, affected families get mainly rice and noodles from relief
agencies.
But the question is, what nutrients could people get from noodles?
This might sound a bit trivial, except to nutritionists and dietitians,
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but somehow it indicates just how mechanical, disjointed, and
publicity-driven the government’s response to hunger is. It must be
emphasized that solving the hunger problems of the people is not
simply a matter of filling stomachs with food.
It may be remembered that at the height of the public attention
generated by the SWS survey on hunger, GMA immediately
ordered the release of P1 billion and created a task force to lead
the government’s war on hunger. She also ordered key Cabinet
officials to ‘make a dent’ on hunger within six months or else be
prepared to ‘ship out.’
These were clearly publicity stunts. GMA herself, being an economist,
should know that solving widespread hunger is not an overnight
job. Hunger is just part and parcel of deeper socio-economic
infirmities that beset the country.
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Although budgetary allocation is very crucial in dealing with food
insecurity, no amount of public funds would also be enough if
policies and programs are not addressing fundamental foodrelated issues such as agrarian reform, workers’ rights,
environmental degradation, corruption, and unfair trade.
In the same vein that food programs, no matter how comprehensive
they are such as the AHMP, would not be effective in easing hunger
pains unless people in government regard food from a rights-based
perspective: that people have a right to economically and physically
accessible, safe, nutritious, and culturally acceptable food.
Lastly, food problem or any socio-economic issue for that matter
won’t be solved if treated as some sort of an ‘eyesore’ to the much
ballyhooed economic boom, because as long as substantial numbers
of people are food insecure, declarations of prosperity are
essentially hypocritical and farcical.
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Health Headaches
Seek State Cure

BY RHODA U. VIAJAR

I

NADEQUATE PUBLIC spending, ineffective health programs,
expensive medicines, declining breastfeeding practices, drug
cartels, deceptive advertising by milk companies – these are
some of the health issues that have long plagued the country and
which again caught public attention in the first half of 2007.
As various measures were put forward to address the ills of the
health sector, advocates underscored the government’s commitments
under the United Nation’s Millenium Development Goals (MDGs)
as well as State obligations in realizing the people’s right to health.

The Right to Health is enshrined in various international
instruments, including the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR), International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) as well as the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(CEDAW) and Convention of the Rights of the Child (CRC).
Among the recognized rights relating to health are:
• The human right to the highest attainable standard of
physical and mental health, including reproductive and
sexual health.
• The human right to equal access to adequate health care
and health-related services, regardless of sex, race, or
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other status.
The human right to equitable distribution of food.
The human right to access to safe drinking water and
sanitation.
The human right to an adequate standard of living and
adequate housing.
The human right to a safe and healthy environment.
The human right to a safe and healthy workplace, and
to adequate protection for pregnant women in work
proven to be harmful to them.
The human right to freedom from discrimination and
discriminatory social practices, including female genital
mutilation, prenatal gender selection, and female
infanticide.
The human right to education and access to information
relating to health, including reproductive health and
family planning, to enable couples and individuals to
decide freely and responsibly all matters of reproduction
and sexuality.
The human right of the child to an environment
appropriate for physical and mental development.

Aside from the various international instruments of which the
Philippines is a State Party, our country’s Constitution itself sets a
clear policy framework regarding the right to health.
Section 15, Article 2 of the 1987 Philippine Constitution states that
“The State shall protect and promote the right to health of the people
and instill health consciousness among them.” Furthermore, Section
11, Article 13 provides that the “State shall adopt an integrated
and comprehensive approach to health development which shall
endeavor to make essential goods, health and other social services
available to people at affordable cost.”
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However, typical of many other policies and laws that look quite
good on paper, the Constitutional recognition of the right to health
has barely translated into implementable programs that address
the urgent needs of the populace, much less foster an environment

for the achievement of the human right to the “highest attainable
standard of physical and mental health.”

Low public spending on health: a perennial
problem
Comparative data in 2003 by the National Statistics Coordinating
Board (NSCB) on health expenditure of Asian countries against
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) show the Philippines spending only
3.2%, much lower than the 5% norm established by the World Health
Organization (WHO) for developing countries.
TABLE 1. Health Expenditure in Asian Countries, 2001
COUNTRY
China
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Vietnam

% of GDP
5.5
2.4
3.8
3.2
3.9
3.7
5.1

Source: 2003 PNHA, NSCB. From the paper “Imperatives of Real and Equitable
Growth: An Alternative Proposal in Financing the Millennium Development Goals in
the 2007 Budget (An NGO-Legislators’ Initiative)”
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In its 2007 budget proposal, the Department of Health (DOH) itself
notes that despite the increase in trend from 2004 to 2007, the
DOH budget remains below its 2002 level. This is not entirely
surprising given the government’s skewed budgetary priorities with
debt payments perpetually getting the largest slice of the budget
pie. Moreover, big amounts of the national budget are usually
allocated to discretionary funds such as the pork barrel and the
presidential Special Purpose Funds (SPFs) — budgetary items which
have been alleged as usual sources of graft and corruption.
Financing for health programs as well as other vital social services
have therefore remained measly over several years. And the 2007
approved budget, hailed as the first-trillion peso national budget,
does not break the pattern.
The problem of limited budget for health is an unassailable fact.
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The Second Philippine Progress Report on the MDGs pointed to
low and ineffective public spending for health as one of the largest
factors for the poor performance of the health sector in the
achievement of the MDGs. How government will manage to reach
by 2015 the health-related Millenium Development Goals it has set
out to achieve remains a puzzle to many.

“Imperatives of Real and Equitable Growth: An Alternative Proposal
in Financing the Millenium Development Goals in the 2007 Budget,”
a paper crafted by a group of 22 non-government organizations
that include Social Watch Philippines, Freedom from Debt Coalition,
Education Network and Womanhealth, in partnership with a
number of legislators, noted that while the Department of Health
(DOH) has specified concrete ways in achieving MDG targets in its
National Objectives for Health 2005-2010, resources and finances
have yet to be allocated by the Philippine government. Arguing
for a bigger budget for health, the Alternative Budget proposal
sought an additional P5,753,494,000 to the Arroyo
administrations’ proposed P15,158,832,000 health allocation.
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Among the data highlighted by the paper to indicate the country’s
disturbing health situation is a survey by the National Statistics
Office in 2003 which revealed that “a child born in the Philippines
is at a greater risk of dying than children born in other Southeast
Asian countries.” The National Demography and Health Survey
showed that the Philippines’ infant mortality rates are much higher
compared to its neighboring countries such as Vietnam, Singapore,
Thailand, Malaysia and Brunei.
TABLE 2. Infant and child mortality rate in the Philippines and other countries,
1990 & 2003
COUNTRY
Vietnam
Singapore
Thailand
Malaysia
Brunei
Philippines
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INFANT MORTALITY RATE
(per 1000 live births)
1990
36
7
34
16
10
34

2003
19
3
23
7
6
29

Source: NSO, Demographic Health Survey 2003

UNDER 5 MORTALITY RATE
(per 1000 live births)
1990
51
8
40
21
11
66

2003
23
3
26
7
6
40

It was also stressed that despite advances in science and technology,
women continue to die due to complications related to pregnancy
and childbirth. With 10 Filipino women dying from child-related
complications daily, the Philippines is counted as among the
countries with the highest maternal mortality rate.
Results of the 2006 Family Planning Survey undertaken by the NSO
revealed that for every 100,000 live births, 162 women die during
pregnancy and childbirth or shortly after childbirth. Although this
is slightly lower than the last available estimate of 172 deaths from
the 1998 National Demographic and Health Survey, the NSO
reported that the difference is statistically insignificant.
Seeking to address this distressing health situation as well as help
government attain MDG goals, particularly targets reducing child
mortality (Goal 4), improving maternal health (Goal 5), combating
HIV/AIDS malaria and other diseases (Goal 6), the 2007 Alternative
Budget identified adjustments and increases in various health budget
items. The proposed changes were based on budget gaps in DOH’s
estimated cost for MDG-related programs and projects.
However, despite the active intervention and earnest lobby of the
2007 Alternative Budget advocates as well as the support of some
legislators, the approved 2007 budget barely registered the
proposed adjustments. Thus, the 2007 National Budget generally
remains inadequate especially in safeguarding and promoting
public health. With limited funds, significant advancement in the
fulfillment of the Filipino’s right to health remains simply an empty
promise.
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Public health absent in electoral candidates’
agenda
Meanwhile, during this year’s national elections, a group of health
workers lamented the absence of public health in the agenda of
political candidates. Gene Nisperos, secretary-general of the Health
Alliance for Democracy (HEAD) was quoted in a news report as
saying: “Most of the candidates do not even talk about programs
to save the ailing health situation in the country.”
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Among the health issues that concern many Filipinos are those
involving birth control and family planning measures. A survey on
family planning conducted by Pulse Asia between February 28 to
March 5, 2007 found that 9 out of 10 Filipinos want publicly funded
birth control including medication, intra-uterine devices, condoms,
ligation and vasectomies.
Of the 1,800 adults surveyed, 76% said candidates in the 2007
elections should address family planning concerns, with 75%
pledging to support those willing to fund birth control measures. In
spite of this, family planning remained a sensitive issue among
candidates as the influential Roman Catholic Church consistently
condemned artificial birth control. The Arroyo administration has
likewise stood by the church position and continues to give minimal
attention and support to reproductive and sexual health.

Cheaper medicines unlegislated in 13th Congress
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The 13th Congress adjourned in June 2007 without passing into
law a bill that would have made medicines cheaper and more
accessible to the Filipino public. Senate Bill 2263 and House Bill
6035, commonly referred to as the Cheaper Medicines Bill, sought
to allow parallel importation of cheaper patented medicines and
prevent pharmaceutical firms from issuing new patents for new
uses of existing drugs.
Had Congress ensured the bill’s passage, the development and
distribution of generic versions of patented medicines would have
been facilitated and affordable medicines consequently made
available in the country. Ironically, Congress gave greater priority
to the much-criticized anti-terror law that many deem to be violative
of human rights.
The need for policy reforms addressing expensive medicines cannot
be overemphasized. Next to Japan, the Philippines has the highest
medicine prices in Asia. The cost of medicine in the country is 40
to 70% higher than in other ASEAN countries.
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In his February 23, 2007 column “Pinoy Kasi” published in the

TABLE 3. Comparative Trade Prices of Branded Medicines in the
Philippines, India and Pakistan (In Philippine Pesos)
MEDICINE
Ponstan 500mg tab
Lopid 300mg cap
Buscopan 10mg tab
Bactrim 400/80mg tab
Adalat Retard 20mg tab
Lasix 40mg tab
Plendil ER 5mg tab
Diamicron 80mg tab
Ventolin 100mcg inh
Voltaren 50mg tab
Isordil 5mg SL tab
Imodium 2mg cap
Fortum 1g inj

MANUFACTURER PHILIPPINES
Pfizer
Pfizer
Boehringer
Roche
Bayer
Aventis
AstraZeneca
Servier
Glaxo
Novartis
Wyeth
Janssen
Glaxo

21.82
36.39
9.61
15.55
37.56
8.99
35.93
11.46
315.00
17.98
10.29
10.70
980.00

INDIA

PAKISTAN

2.61
12.27
2.28
0.69
1.40
0.49
4.58
7.05
123.31
0.86
0.24
3.05
390.00

1.38
2.72
0.57
1.03
3.63
1.21
7.78
4.71
62.10
3.70
0.22
1.83
304.22

Source: World Health Organization

Philippine Daily Inquirer (PDI), health advocate Michael Tan
explained that countries like India and Thailand have low-cost but
good quality medicines because they had earlier declined
accession to the international patent system, which the two countries
considered unfair for developing countries.
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Instead, he said, India practiced a system that recognized product
patents but not process patents. This meant that drug companies,
using another way or process for manufacturing, was able to
produce the same medicine as a patent holder. Over the years,
India has developed a national drug industry composed mainly of
private companies that were able to put up stiff competition to
multinational firms.
A similar track was pursued by Thailand. With both government
and private drug companies churning out low-cost medicines,
multinationals were compelled to lower medicine prices.
In his own PDI colummn “As I See It” (June 13, 2007), Neal Cruz
attributed lower drug prices in other Asian nations to amendments
in their Intellectual Property Code or the passage of laws that allow
their local pharmaceutical companies to manufacture the same
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drugs under certain conditions.
Meanwhile, the public health situation in the Philippines is
remarkably different. For many years now, the medicine market
in the country has been controlled by the drug cartel or oligopoly
of foreign companies that rake in huge profits and spend large
amounts of money on propaganda, marketing and advertising.
Citing that 70% of drug sales in the country are captured by
multinational companies, Tan describes the pharmaceutical industry
as segmented, “often with two or three multinationals cornering the
sales for particular product lines.”
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Cruz underscored restrictions in the Philippines’ Intellectual Property
Code (IPC) as among the factors that sustain drug cartels in the
country. He cited that importation of cheaper medicines that are
the same as those sold in the country by multinational companies
are prohibited by the IPC, “even if these medicines are produced
by their satellite companies”. He also pointed out that the 25-year
patent granted to pharmaceutical companies that discovered or
developed a particular drug gives companies monopoly of the
production and sales of that medicine. Without competition, these
companies get away with charging hapless and choiceless Filipino
consumers terribly high prices of medicines.
As such, the Philippine medicine market has been a veritable gold
mine for many foreign firms. Oxfam’s 2006 briefing paper “Patents
versus Patients: 5 years after the Doha Declaration” cites the
pharmaceutical industry as one of the most profitable with an
average profit of 19% annually compared to the 5% average of
the world’s five hundred richest companies. In addition, companies
spend an average of 32% of their revenues on marketing and
administration while allocating only 14% on research and
development (R & D). Practically all of these drug companies operate
in the Philippines.
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With huge profits at stake and big money at their disposal, it is no
wonder that pharmaceutical firms have aggressively lobbied
against the passage of the Cheaper Medicines Bill. At one point
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during the bill’s deliberations in the Lower House, individuals from
the Pharmaceutical and Health Care Association of the Philippines
(PHAP) were made to leave the plenary hall. Makati Representative
Teodoro Locsin and other legislators were outraged when PHAP
lobbyists slipped a note to Locsin asking him to question the quorum
and to call on PHAP’s Chief Executive Officer Leo Wassmer. The
Congress officials took PHAP’s act as undue interference as well as
an exhibition of corporate arrogance.
It appears that a strong political will must be mustered by
government officials in order to resist corporate interests and loosen
the stranglehold of drug monopolies. Better access to essential health
medicines, which WHO considers as a priority health issue, has to
prevail.
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Legislation of the Cheaper Medicine Act becomes all the more
important and urgent in the midst of international agreements that
favor profiteering multinationals. For one, developing countries
like the Philippines are confronted with the Trade Related Aspects
of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS ) of the World Trade
Organization (WTO). The agreement provides for more stringent
rules on intellectual property and renders poorer nations more
vulnerable to foreign monopolies and expensive medicines.
As struggling governments raised alarm on the potential impact of
the TRIPS on public access to medicines and other consequences to
public health, WTO members unanimously enacted the Doha
Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health in 2001.
The declaration enables developing countries to enforce public
health safeguards and reduce medicine prices through generic
competition.
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The bill on Cheaper Medicines was a safeguard that could have
protected public health interest as well as bring medicine prices
down. As health advocates gear up for more active lobbying and
engagement for the bill’s passage, it is hoped that the newly-elected
legislators and members of the 14th Congress will do better than
their predecessors. The sooner they approve the Cheaper Medicines
Bill, the better for the healthcare-deprived Filipinos.

Fighting for breastfeeding
Apart from the high cost of medicines, another health-related battle
is being waged against the Pharmaceutical and Healthcare
Association of the Philippines (PHAP). The issue involves stricter
regulations on breastmilk substitutes, the unethical marketing of
which the DOH identifies as the culprit in the decline in breastfeeding
rates.
On June 19, 2007, the Supreme Court heard oral arguments by
the DOH and PHAP concerning the implementation of the Revised
Implementing Rules and Regulations (RIRR) on Executive Order 51,
otherwise known as the Milk Code.
The RIRR that was approved by the DOH in July 2006 prohibits the
promotion of breastmilk substitutes for children up to two years of
age; bans breastmilk substitutes from making any health and
nutrition claims; and requires breastmilk substitute containers to be
labeled with a warning that inappropriate preparation and
improper use may have health hazards.
Immediately after the issuance of the RIRR, a suit was filed by PHAP
against all DOH officials who signed the revised IRR. The
pharmaceutical association likewise petitioned the Supreme Court
for a temporar y restraining order (TRO) on the RIRR’s
implementation.
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The high court denied PHAP’s petition. However, on August 15,
2006, it overturned its previous decision and granted the TRO being
asked by the pharmaceutical and milk companies.
The Supreme Court’s reversal of its earlier ruling came four days
after Thomas Donahue, President and Chief Executive Officer of
the United States Chamber of Commerce, wrote to President Gloria
Macapagal-Arroyo. In his August 15, 2006 letter, Donahue said
that the RIRR “would have unintended negative consequences for
investors’ confidence in the predictability of business law in the
Philippines.”
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Recognizing the “far-reaching” implications of the dispute over
the Milk Code, Chief Justice Reynato Puno said in June 2007 the
Supreme Court would soon resolve the case.
For breastfeeding advocates and the Department of Health, tighter
regulation on breastmilk substitutes urgently need to be put in place
given the alarming decline in the country’s breastfeeding rates,
which has resulted in death and malnutrition of children under 5
years of age.
The 2003 National Demographic and Health Survey revealed that:
•
•
•
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Only 16.1 percent of infants are exclusively breastfed up
to four to five months of age;
13 percent of infants were never breastfed
39 percent of infants are using infant formula in their first
12 months of life.

In 2004, there was a reported 82,000 deaths of children under 5
years old, making the Philippines one of the 42 countries that
account for 90 percent of under 5 deaths, according to the Philippine
Center for Investigative Journalism (PCIJ).
On the other hand, WHO cites that at least 16,000 infants die in
the Philippines yearly because they are not adequately fed.These
deaths could have been prevented had there been exclusive
breastfeeding in the first hour; exclusive breastfeeding for the first
six months; and continued breastfeeding and appropriate
complementary feeding to at least two years.
The Foreign Policy Association further explains that exclusively
breastfeeding infants for the first six months is vital to ensuring
adequate developmental health, a fact that has been scientifically
proven and agreed upon by all reliable medical professionals.
Combined with complementary foods, breastfeeding for the first
two years is also seen as paramount for the full development of a
child.
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Unfortunately, the primacy of breastfeeding has been overshadowed

by the aggressive marketing practices of milk companies. Such
practices “contribute to misleading the public by claiming that
breastfeeding can not be done by a majority of women and that
their products raise healthy, smart and happy babies,” according
to FPA.
Aside from wide-spread media advertising, the aggressive
promotional efforts of milk companies include incentive plans,
promo-gift bags at hospitals, and free samples. These deceptive
strategies have succeeded in making mothers as well as the general
public think that it is safe and even desirable for babies to be fed
with milk formula.
But contrary to the claims of milk companies, breastmilk substitutes
pose great risks for children. WHO estimates 20% of infant deaths
in the Philippines are related to bottle feeding. UNICEF has cited
the following dangers of breastmilk substitutes:
• Breastmilk substitutes cause deaths among children. In the
first two months of life, an infant who receives infant formula
is up to 25 times more likely to die from diarrhea and four
times more likely to die from pneumonia than an exclusively
breastfed baby.
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• Infants who are formula-fed experience more severe
respiratory tract illness and require more hospitalization than
infants who are exclusively breastfed. Acute respiratory
infections are among the leading causes of deaths among
infants and children in the Philippines.
• Infant formula is sometimes intrinsically contaminated or
becomes contaminated during preparation, leading to
illnesses and deaths. Specific brands of infant formula have
been recalled from the market due to contamination with
enterobacter sakazaii, salmonella, and other bacteria.
Contamination can also take place when feeding bottles,
artificial nipples and water are not properly sterilized during
milk preparation.
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• Other dangers. The use of infant formula has also been linked
to a host of other diseases and disadvantages, such as:
asthma, allergies, lower IQ and cognitive skills, childhood
cancers, Type 1 diabetes (during childhood and later in life),
cardiovascular disease, obesity, gastrointestinal infections,
ear infections, and exposure to environmental contaminants
(whereas breastmilk counteracts the adverse effects of
pollutants).
Despite compelling arguments for stringent regulations for
breastmilk substitutes, milk companies are hell-bent in opposing
the move. Earning an annual profit of P21 billion (a conservative
estimate, according to the DOH), the companies’ motivations are
quite obvious. And it is doubtful that children’s good health is their
primary concern.

GMA government must fulfill its human rights
obligations
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The first half of 2007 saw various groups and individuals both
from government and civil society put up a good fight for better
policies and socially just measures that would address the alarming
trend in the country’s health situation.
As State Party to human rights treaties, the Philippine government
is compelled to institute policies that safeguard and promote public
health as well as enforce programs that address the health needs of
many Filipinos.
With the active support and intervention of health advocates and
cause-oriented groups, backed by concrete policy proposals for
higher health budget, cheaper medicines and tighter regulation on
milk companies, there is no reasonable excuse for the Arroyo
government to fail in fulfilling its obligations on the human right to
health. It is high time that some of the country’s long-standing health
headaches finally find effective State cure.
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OFWs: Saving an
Economy through
Slave Deployment

BY JM VILLERO

D

ESPITE THE unabated strengthening of the peso against the
dollar (which meant, in the uncomplicated language of
ordinary Filipinos dependent on remittances, lesser cash
from abroad), the search for greenbacks continued to lure hordes
of Filipinos overseas.
Exporting labor, considered a temporary safety valve and source
of foreign exchange when it was first pursued as a labor policy by
the Marcos administration in the 1970s, has become a way of life
for Filipinos. In fact, labor migration has become, in the words of
New York Times writer Jason DeParle, ‘a civil religion.’ One in
every 7 Filipino workers are employed overseas at any given time.

OFWs:
Saving an
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through
Slave
Deployment

The latest migration statistics show that about 10 percent of the
country’s 89 million live abroad. Some 3.2 million of them are
permanent migrants, while about 3.6 million are OFWs. It is
estimated that some 1.3 million Filipinos are overseas illegally or
are undocumented aliens abroad. Almost half of Filipinos staying
overseas illegally are in the Americas (US and Trust territories) (see
Table 1).
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TABLE 1: Stock Estimate of Overseas Filipinos, as of December 2004
REGION / COUNTRY
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WORLD TOTAL
AFRICA
EGYPT
EQUATORIAL GUINEA
LIBYA
NIGERIA
OTHERS / UNSPECIFIED
ASIA, East & South
BRUNEI
HONGKONG
JAPAN
KOREA (South)
MACAU
MALAYSIA
SINGAPORE
TAIWAN
OTHERS / UNSPECIFIED
ASIA, West
BAHRAIN
ISRAEL
JORDAN
KUWAIT
LEBANON
OMAN
QATAR
SAUDI ARABIA
UAE
OTHERS / UNSPECIFIED
EUROPE
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
ITALY
NETHERLANDS
SPAIN
SWITZERLAND
UNITED KINGDOM

PERMANENT1/ TEMPORARY2/ IRREGULAR3/
3,187,586
318
54
0
75
18
171
91,901
26
404
83,303
4,850
56
313
152
2,037
760
2,312
64
104
108
93
19
20
13
243
405
1,243
174,387
22,017
3,583
1,098
42,882
88
4,934
10,421
16,332
922
52,500

3,599,257
58,369
2,620
2,569
5,440
11,750
35,990
1,005,609
21,762
194,241
238,522
33,285
17,391
52,337
64,337
154,135
229,599
1,449,031
33,154
14,051
5,885
80,196
28,318
18,941
57,345
976,134
185,562
49,445
506,997
1,956
3,484
4,866
8,346
17,058
85,527
2,920
6,960
7,025
56,341

1,296,972
17,141
1,420
150
485
586
14,500
443,343
1,700
2,700
31,428
9,015
1,000
300,000
72,000
4,500
21,000
112,750
3,500
23,000
7,000
11,500
6,100
1,500
1,000
18,000
20,000
21,150
143,035
2,000
5,533
26,121
4,400
8,000
48,000
2,000
2,000
6,700
7,481

TOTAL
8,083,815
75,828
4,094
2,719
6,000
12,354
50,661
1,540,853
23,488
197,345
353,253
47,150
18,447
352,650
136,489
160,672
251,359
1,564,093
36,718
37,155
12,993
91,789
34,437
20,461
58,358
994,377
205,967
71,838
824,419
25,973
12,600
32,085
55,628
25,146
138,461
15,341
25,292
14,647
116,322

OTHERS / UNSPECIFIED
AMERICAS / TRUST
TERRITORIES
CANADA
UNITED STATES
CNMI
GUAM
OTHERS / UNSPECIFIED
OCEANIA
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
PALAU
PAPUA NEW GUINEA
OTHERS / UNSPECIFIED
SEABASED WORKERS

19,610

312,514

30,800

362,924

2,689,722
369,225
2,271,933
1,288
45,968
1,308
228,946
211,664
17,182
5
64
31

292,892
32,766
101,249
16,753
1,800
140,324
57,357
930
307
3,702
5,030
47,388
229,002

549,725
2,975
350,000
1,250
500
195,000
30,978
2,900
120
400
7,339
20,219

3,532,339
404,966
2,723,182
19,291
48,268
336,632
317,281
215,494
17,609
4,107
12,433
67,638
229,002

1/ Permanent - Immigrants or legal permanent residents abroad whose stay do not
depend on work contracts.
2/ Temporary - Persons whose stay overseas is employment related, and who are
expected to return at the end of their work contracts.
3/ Irregular - Those not properly documented or without valid residence or work permits,
or who are overstaying in a foreign country.
Prepared by the Commission on Filipinos Overseas from CFO, DFA, POEA and other
sources covering 194 countries / territories.

Exodus
And the migration figures are only increasing.
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In 2006, some 1.06 million workers fled the country – a record in
the history of labor deployment.
By all indications, this record will be topped this year. The Philippine
Overseas Employment Administration (POEA) recorded a total of
546,212 temporary Filipino contract workers deployed in the first
six months of 2007. This means that more than 3,000 Filipino
workers leave the country everyday.
The dispersal of Filipino labor is such that, as the anecdote goes,
there’s not a single independent state, no matter how obscure or
tiny, that does not host an OFW (overseas Filipino worker). Filipino
workers are scattered in 197 countries, although the favorite
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destinations remain to be the Middle East countries (in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia alone, there are about a million Filipino contract
workers1), Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore (see Table
2).
TABLE 2: Percentage of Overseas Filipino Workers by Place of Work Abroad, 2006
PLACE OF WORK
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Africa
Asia
East Asia
Hong Kong
Japan
Taiwan
Other countries in East Asia
(ex., China, South Korea)
Southeast and South Central Asia
Malaysia
Singapore
Other countries in Southeast and
South Central Asia (ex., Brunei)
Western Asia
Kuwait
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
United Arab Emirates
Other countries in Western Asia
(ex., Bahrain, Israel, Lebanon, Jordan)
Australia
Europe
North and South America
Other countries
Country not reported

PERCENT
1.7%
78.3%
22.6%
7.0%
6.0%
6.1%
3.5%
9.9%
2.8%
5.0%
2.1%
45.8%
4.8%
3.7%
21.8%
9.2%
6.3%
1.2%
9.5%
9.2%
0.2%

NOTE: The estimates cover overseas Filipinos whose departure occurred within the
last five years and who are working or had worked abroad during the past six
months (April to September)
SOURCE: 2006 Survey on Overseas Filipinos, National Statistics Office. Available
at <http://www.census.gov.ph/data/sectordata/2006/of0602.htm>

As DeParle reports, OFWs “are literally everywhere, including the
high seas.” About a fourth of the world’s seafarers are Filipinos.
And the returns are phenomenal – not only to the individual families,
but even more for the country’s coffers.
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Awash in cash
In 2006, a record US$12.8 billion entered the country courtesy of
the OFWs. This makes the Philippines fourth among the developing
countries that received remittances, next to India ($25 billion), China
($24 billion) and Mexico ($24 billion).2
This year, the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (Central Bank of the
Philippines) is expecting remittances to top off at US$14.0 billion,
or an increase of 10% from the 2006 figures. Preliminary records
bear this out: in the first two months of 2007, remittances reached
US$2.2 billion. According to the BSP, this is 22.6 percent higher
than the US$1.8 billion inflow recorded in January-February of
2006.
As of August 2007, OFW cash inflows recorded by the BSP has
already reached $9,337,678,000 (see Table 3B).
The US$9.3 billion constitutes money that came in through banks.
Cash inflow could even be higher, since nearly a fifth of all
remittances are coursed through so-called informal channels,
according to a BSP study.
TABLE 3A: Overseas Filipinos’ Remittances 1/
Period
2002
Sea-Based
Land-Based
2003
Sea-Based
Land-Based
2004
Sea-Based
Land-Based
2005
Sea-Based
Land-Based
2006
Sea-Based
Land-Based

Amount
$6,886,156,000
$1,199,183,000
$5,686,973,000
$7,578,458,000
$1,298,223,000
$6,280,235,000
$8,550,371,000
$1,464,930,000
$7,085,441,000
$10,689,005,000
$1,669,358,000
$9,019,647,000
$12,761,308,000
$1,949,290,000
$10,812,018,000

Increase
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$692,302,000

10.05%

$971,913,000

12.82%

$2,138,634,000

25.01%

$2,072,303,000

19.39%
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TABLE 3B: Overseas Filipinos’ Remittances, January-August 2007
Period
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2007 (January-May)
Sea-Based
Land-Based
January
Sea-Based
Land-Based
February
Sea-Based
Land-Based
March
Sea-Based
Land-Based
April
Sea-Based
Land-Based
May
Sea-Based
Land-Based
June (Sea- & Land-Based)
July (Sea- & Land-Based)
August (Sea- & Land-Based)
2007 (January-August,
Sea- & Land-Based )

Amount
$5,918,425,000
$920,972,000
$4,997,453,000
$1,099,354,000
$169,630,000
$929,724,000
$1,085,544,000
$165,286,000
$920,258,000
$1,304,847,000
$198,762,000
$1,106,085,000
$1,191,540,000
$178,871,000
$1,012,669,000
$1,237,140,000
$208,423,000
$1,028,717,000
$1,115,753,000
$1,096,558,000
$1,206,942,000
$9,337,678,000

These figures reflect only remittances coursed through banks.
Source: http://www.bsp.gov.ph/publications/tables/2007_10/news-10152007b1.htm
1/

No wonder then that the government would rather send its workers
abroad instead of generating jobs locally. The country’s economy
is practically propped up by dollar remittances from what the
Philippine government hails as ‘bagong bayani’ (modern-day
heroes).
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One curious aspect of the OFW remittance is its strong link to the
peso’s robust performance. In the past months, the peso has continued
to strengthen. The BSP reports that in the second quarter of this
year, the peso further appreciated by 3.6 percent, to average
P46.93/US$1. This is a remarkable spike of about P10 compared
to the average in October 2004, which was P56.3414/US$1.
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The peso’s climb against the dollar may be good news to some
people. But to the millions of families dependent on dollar
remittances, every single-digit hike of the peso is a disaster. With
the dollar pegged much lower than in previous years, this means
OFWs have to send home more dollars. But the painful irony in this
set-up is that it is precisely this generous inflow of dollar remittances
that keeps the peso strengthening. As more remittances flow in, so
does the peso strengthen.

Remittance economy
With about 15 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP) coming
from remittances, the Philippines has become “the most overseas
remittance-dependent economy of any significant size in the world,”
according to the independent think-tank IBON Foundation. In no
other sizable economy are remittances as significant as in the
Philippines. Mexico’s $24 billion remittances, for example, account
for only 3 percent of its GDP.
This ought to be a cause for alarm, IBON says, because the country
should be kept afloat not by the volatile remittances of temporary
contract workers abroad, but by a strong domestic economy.
With a domestic economy all but debilitated, the country’s capacity
to generate local jobs is feeble. With no hopes for employment
locally, Filipinos naturally have to brave overseas employment
market.
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Unemployed
Official employment data for the first quarter of 2007 shows that
the number of those without jobs increased by 13,000, reaching
2.9 million as of January. Underemployment figures also reflect a
similar increase: an addition of 442,000, pegging the
underemployment figure at 7.2 million.
President Arroyo recently boasted that her administration has
created some 6 million jobs in the last six years. This is misleading,
counters IBON. The majority of the jobs reportedly created “were
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among the lowest earning or outrightly non-paying ones.” An IBON
study shows that “around 673,000 or more than half of the net increase
in jobs of one million in April 2007 from last year are in unpaid
family work (524,000) and in domestic household help (147,000).”
The study also notes that “105,000 jobs [were] lost in the manufacturing
sector in April 2007 from the same period last year.”
The jobs created were not “secure, stable and long-lasting,” even
as unemployment and underemployment levels continued to rise.

From the frying pan…
But what kinds of jobs await the intrepid Filipino migrant worker?
And more importantly, what are the employment conditions and
working environment in which the country’s ‘bagong bayani’ labor?
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Latest data from the National Statistics Office show that for every
three OFWs, one works as a laborer or unskilled worker (i.e.,
domestic helper, cleaner, and manufacturing laborer). Unskilled
workers comprise 35.1 percent of the total number of OFWs (refer
to Table 4D). Receiving scandalously low wages, they are little more
than indentured servants. Their combined remittance in 2006,
estimated by NSO at P15.995 million, comprised only 15.69
percent of the total OFW remittance of P101.964 billion (refer to
Table 5D).
The sorry plight of these laborers is well documented. Stories of
physical and sexual abuse endured by Filipinas working as
domestic helpers have long been told and retold. Last year, for
example, domestic helpers repatriated from Lebanon arrived home
with harrowing stories not only of the bombings, but also of being
abused, being held prisoners in their employers’ houses.
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Indeed, even as the government triumphantly blares its remittance
windfall, it continues to ignore painful issues of overseas workers’
safety and welfare. Even as it benefits from the cash inflow made
possible through the uspeakable sacrifices of millions of deployed
laborers, the government refuses to pay real tribute to its ‘bagong
bayani.’ Because if it truly salutes its modern-day heroes, it will

seriously institute a meaningful employment program that will ensure
that the mass exodus of Filipino workers will soon be stemmed.
TABLE 4A: Number and Percentage Distribution of Overseas Filipino Workers, 2005
and 2006
Total Number of OFWs
Overseas contract workers
Other overseas Filipino workers

2006
1,515,000

2005
1,326,000
91.4%
8.6%

91.6%
8.4%

TABLE 4B: Number and Percentage Distribution of Overseas Filipino Workers by
Sex, 2005 and 2006
Total Number of OFWs
Male
Female

2006
1,515,000
49.6%
50.4%

2005
1,326,000
50.4%
49.6%

TABLE 4C: Percentage Distribution of Overseas Filipino Workers by Age Group:
2005 and 2006
2006
Both Sexes
15 – 24
25 – 29
30 – 34
35 – 39
40 – 44
45 and over
Male
15 – 24
25 – 29
30 – 34
35 – 39
40 – 44
45 and over
Female
15 – 24
25 – 29
30 – 34
35 – 39
40 – 44
45 and over

2005

10.7%
24.6%
19.8%
15.0%
12.8%
17.1%

11.8%
23.2%
19.1%
15.8%
13.1%
17.0%

6.6%
20.3%
19.7%
16.5%
14.7%
22.3%

7.6%
18.3%
19.0%
16.6%
16.5%
22.1%

14.7%
28.8%
20.0%
13.5%
11.0%
12.0%

16.1%
28.1%
19.2%
15.0%
9.7%
11.8%
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TABLE 4D: Percentage Distribution of Overseas Filipino Workers by Major
Occupation, 2005 and 2006
Major Occupation

2006

2005

Officials of government and special-interest
organizations, corporate executives, managers,
managing proprietors and supervisors

2.7%

2.4%

Professionals
Technicians & associate professionals
Clerks
Service Workers & shop & market sales workers
Farmers, forestry workers & fishermen
Trades & related workers
Plant & machine operators & assemblers
Laborers & unskilled workers
Special occupations

8.6%
6.8%
4.3%
13.8%
0.4%
14.7%
13.5%
35.1%
0.1%

8.8%
8.0%
4.5%
13.6%
0.2%
14.7%
14.5%
33.1%
0.2%

NOTE: The estimates cover overseas Filipinos whose departure occurred within the
last five years and who are working or had worked abroad during the past six
months (April to September)
SOURCE: 2005 and 2006 Survey on Overseas Filipinos, National Statistics Office.
Available at <http://www.census.gov.ph/data/sectordata/2006/of0601.htm>

TABLE 5A: Total and Average Remittance of Overseas Filipino Workers, 2005 and 2006
OFWs:
Saving an
Economy
through
Total Remittance
Slave
Cash Sent
Deployment
Cash brought
home
In kind

Total Remittance
(in million pesos)
2005
2006

% Increase

Average Remittance
(in pesos) 1/
2006
2005

% Increase
(Decrease)

101,964
75,861

85,148
60,034

19.75%
26.36%

78,300
61,200

77,100
57,300

1.56%
6.80%

21,373
4,731

21,224
3,890

0.70%
21.62%

79,700
17,100

91,600
16,000

(14.93%)
6.88%

TABLE 5B: Total and Average Remittance of Overseas Filipino Workers by Mode of Remittance,
2005 and 2006
Mode of Remittance

Total Remittance
(in million pesos)
2005

Total Cash Remittance
Banks
Agency/Local Office
Friends/Co-workers
Door-to-Door
Others
86

75,861
60,149
1,786
614
10,051
3,261

2006
60,034
45,444
1,777
544
11,562
707

Average Remittance
(in pesos) 1/
2006

2005

61,200
66,300
67,300
20,800
47,400
50,400

57,300
61,100
67,700
21,600
49,500
37,900

TABLE 5C: Total and Average Remittance of Overseas Filipino Workers by Place of Work, 2005
and 2006
Place of Work
Africa
Asia
East Asia
Southeast and
South Central Asia
Western Asia
Australia
Europe
North and South America
Other countries
Country not reported

Average Remittance
(in pesos) 1/

Total Remittance
(in million pesos)
2005
2006

2006

2005

2,708
52,531
16,850

1,389
39,902
13,496

130,100
54,300
57,400

87,100
49,400
49,000

4,464
31,217
840
9,588
10,075
118

3,266
23,140
1,803
8,705
7,726
97
411

38,800
55,800
59,700
82,900
85,100
50,400

36,100
52,400
70,700
86,300
83,400
86,600
102,100

TABLE 5D: Total and Average Remittance of Overseas Filipino Workers by Major Occupation,
2005 and 2006
Major Occupation
Officials of government and specialinterest organizations, corporate
executives, managers, managing
proprietors and supervisors
Professionals
Technicians & associate professionals
Clerks
Service Workers & shop &
market sales workers
Farmers, forestry workers & fishermen
Trades & related workers
Plant & machine operators & assemblers
Laborers & unskilled workers
Special occupations

Total Remittance
(in million pesos)
2005
2006

Average Remittance
(in pesos) 1/
2006

2005

OFWs:
Saving an
92,400
Economy
through
Slave
86,800
Deployment

4,117

2,366

119,700

9,119
7,668
3,393

8,025
5,877
2,713

91,000
91,000
65,200

72,700
60,100

8,666
221
13,666
12,951
15,995
64

7,166
168
10,443
10,974
12,210
90

50,100
57,000
69,900
73,200
38,200
66,000

54,100
83,100
62,700
70,900
35,300
62,100

NOTES:1/ Average remittance is expressed to the nearest thousands.
The estimates cover overseas Filipinos whose departure occurred within the last five years and
who are working or had worked abroad during the past six months (April to September) of the
survey period
SOURCE: 2005 and 2006 Survey on Overseas Filipinos, National Statistics Office. Available at
http://www.census.gov.ph/data/sectordata/2006/of0603.htm
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TABLE 6: Number of Overseas Filipino Workers by Region of Origin, 2006
REGION OF ORIGIN
National Capital Region
Cordillera Administrative Region
I
–
Ilocos I
II
–
Cagayan Valley
III –
Central Luzon
IV-A –
CALABARZON
IV-B –
MIMAROPA
V
–
Bicol
VI –
Western Visayas
VII –
Central Visayas
VIII –
Eastern Visayas
IX –
Zamboanga Peninsula
X
–
Northern Mindanao
XI –
Davao
XII –
SOCCSKSARGEN
XIII –
Caraga
Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao
Philippines, Total

OFWs:
Saving an
Economy
through
Slave
Deployment

Number (In
Thousands)
16.4
2.2
7.6
5.3
14.5
16.8
1.3
2.5
9.5
5.5
2.2
2.2
2.8
3.1
4.0
1.1
3.1
1,515

NOTE: The estimates cover overseas Filipinos whose departure occurred within the
last five years and who are working or had worked abroad during the past six
months (April to September)
SOURCE: 2006 Survey on Overseas Filipinos, National Statistics Office. Available
at <http://www.census.gov.ph/data/sectordata/2006/of0602.htm>

Endnotes
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1

For every five OFWs, one is employed in Saudi Arabia

2

It is further estimated that OFWs directly contribute about P13 billion or so
every year to the country ’s coffers in the form of various transaction fees
and service charges collected by the government (such as passporting
fees, certification fees, and compulsory membership fees to the Overseas
Workers Welfare Administration [OWWA]).

Still Searching for a Roof

The Right to
Housing Situation

BY JM VILLERO

T

HE URBAN poor communities had reason to be relieved –
albeit temporarily – in the few months approaching May
2007. This being election season, there was a de facto
moratorium on demolition operations. This time, instead of being
hounded out of their makeshift dwellings, urban poor settlers were
being wooed by politicians.
In at least one instance, President Gloria Arroyo herself stopped
the planned removal of shanties from an area owned by the
Philippine National Railways (PNR) in Sta. Mesa, Manila. Some
600 residents would have gone homeless had the demolition pushed
through in April this year. But with the May 2007 national elections
just a peep away, the president decreed: don’t touch the squatters.

Election hoopla
But a stay order on a planned demolition – even one coming from
the president – does not really solve the affected families’ tenure
problems over the land they occupy. At best, it only prolongs what
would be an inevitable eviction. And from the wider angle,
providing reprieve to some 600 people hardly makes a dent on
the country’s housing and human settlement problem. Furthermore,
it ignores questions regarding the [in]habitability of the settlements
and the dwellers’ lack of access to basic rights such as potable
water, sanitation, adequate sewage, electricity, a healthy
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environment, employment, etc. It likewise leaves unanswered
concerns about limited or wholly absent basic social services such
as health facilities, schools, etc. It is oblivious to the fact that slum
inhabitants are trapped in a markedly degraded environment that
makes them highly vulnerable to diseases and prevents them from
fully realizing their human potentials.
Providing housing security to a rapidly growing population, is a
very serious matter. It should not only be an election gimmick.
Under international human rights standards and national laws, the
government has obligations to fulfill the housing security rights of
its population.
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Because forcible eviction is a life-and-death matter for slum settlers,
buying their votes through a temporary halt on demolitions is an
old election trick that is truly reprehensible. This is a challenge to
institutions and organizations that pursue voter education programs:
how to make housing rights and housing security an election issue,
and how to put housing concerns in the candidates’ platforms. An
empowered and educated voting population could easily compel
candidates, especially those running at the city and municipality
levels, to include land tenure and decent and affordable housing
among the deliverables.

Housing backlog
The Philippines has a projected housing need of more than 600,000
per year (see Table 1, “Housing Need per Region, 2005-2010”).
But in 2006, it was only able to build some 57,684 new housing
units. Such a very low accomplishment rate, coupled with a briskly
growing population (1.8% annually [2006]), can only mean that
the housing problem in the country is worsening. This housing
shortage is more acute in urban areas, especially the National
Capital Region and adjacent provinces, which remain strong
magnets for rural migrants. In fact, almost half (48%) of the country’s
projected housing needs are in the highly urbanized areas in
Regions III and IV and in Metro Manila (see Graph 1).
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TABLE 1. Housing Need Per Region, 2005-2010
1/

Backlog + New Households
2007
2009
2008

Region

Annual
Backlog

2005

NCR
CAR
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
ARMM
CARAGA

58,412
1,309
5,556
4,078
12,569
23,827
12,267
16,816
10,578
7,281
7,642
5,912
11,158
6,661
5,126
5,942

82,182
6,494
25,027
17,725
71,938
127,872
28,288
36,941
45,880
18,766
21,824
18,880
41,922
18,033
22,800
12,791

82,434 82,689
82,946
83,206
6,589
6,685
6,783
6,882
25,446 25,874
26,310
26,757
18,032 18,346
18,667
18,995
73,837 75,798
77,821
79,909
131,742 135,757 139,920 144,239
28,557 28,830
29,109
29,392
37,255 37,574
37,898
38,227
46,865 47,877
48,918
49,988
18,940
19,116
19,294
19,476
22,133 22,449
22,772
23,101
19,164 19,455
19,751
20,054
42,722 43,542
44,384
45,248
18,270 18,511
18,758
19,009
23,482 24,190
24,926
25,691
12,902 13,016
13,131
13,248

83,469
6,984
27,212
19,330
82,064
148,718
29,679
38,561
51,087
19,660
23,438
20,364
46,134
19,266
26,484
13,367

496,928
40,416
156,626
111,094
461,368
828,248
173,855
226,455
290,616
115,252
135,717
117,668
263,952
111,847
147,574
78,456

597,362

608,370 619,708

655,821

3,756,072

Total

2/

195,133

2006

631,389

643,422

Total

2010

Refers to the annual Housing Backlog plus projected yearly New Households.
Annual Backlog is the total housing backlog for the medium-term divided by six
years.
Source: http://www.hudcc.gov.ph/www/SiteFiles/File/Housing%20Databases/
Housing%20Need%20Per%20Region%202005-2010.pdf
1/
2/

Providing low-cost housing entails a lot of money. In May this year,
the president reportedly approved an additional P50 billion, to be
sourced from government financial institutions, that will go to the
building of 270,000 low-cost houses. The government intends to
build 100,000 low-cost dwellings per year, at a cost of P155,000
per unit. At this rate, the P50 billion will be spent in less than three
years.
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GRAPH 1. Total Housing Need of each Region, 2005-2010
CARAGA: 78,456 (2%)

ARMM: 147,574 (4%)
XII: 111,847 (3%)
XI: 263,952 (7%)

CAR: 40,416 (1%)
NCR:
496,928
(13%)

I: 156,626
(4%)

X: 117,668 (3%)
IX: 135,717 (4%)

II: 111,094
(3%)

VIII: 115,52 (3%)

III: 461,368
(12%)

VII: 290,616 (8%)

VI: 226,455 (6%)

IV: 828,248
(22%)

V: 173,855 (5%)

Source: http://www.hudcc.gov.ph/www/SiteFiles/File/Housing%20Databases/
Housing%20Need%20Per%20Region%202005-2010.pdf
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With housing accomplishments far below the projected needs, more
and more lower- and marginal-income Filipinos will be forced to
live in squatter settlements in the interstices of large urban centers
like Metro Manila. It is estimated that the bottom 40 per cent of
both urban and rural households are forced to resort to informal
housing or settlements in congested areas under deprived and risky
living conditions because of poverty and the absence of accessible
decent housing (COA, 2005, p. 2).
As of the latest estimates (2001) based on a survey by UN-Habitat,
the number of slum dwellers in key urban centers in the country has
reached 20 million, representing about 44% of the country’s urban
population. Around 57% of these informal settlers are in Metro
Manila. The government projects that by 2020, there will be around
100 million slum-dwellers in the country. Lack of funding assistance,
coupled with a private sector reluctant to invest in low-cost housing,
have been cited as reasons for the persistent squatting problem in
the country.

Grave implications
According to the Worldwatch Institute, an international
environmental and social policy think tank, this means that more
and more people will be packed in severely crowded (see Table 2
for population density, selected Philippine cities ) and highly
degraded living environments where they have very limited access
– if at all – to “key necessities such as clean water, a nearby toilet,
or durable housing.” The growth of slums, Worldwatch said, has
also grave implications for global warming.
This concern is echoed by the UN-Habitat’s executive director, Anna
Tibaijuka. According to her, cities “are part of the problem and
part of the solution to climate change.”
“The urban poor have to be part of the equation,” she said, stressing
that “without sustainable urbanization, sustainable development
could well prove elusive.”
Tibaijuka warned that “As climate change threatens to alter the
face of the planet, mega-cities, many of which are located by the
sea, stand to become potential disaster traps, especially for the
billions of the world’s urban poor living in slums.”
TABLE 2. Population Density, Selected Highly Urbanized Cities, 2000**
AREA
Philippines
Manila
Pasay City
Caloocan City
Quezon City
Iloilo City
Baguio City
Bacolod City
Cebu City
Lucena City
Olongapo City
Cagayan de Oro City
Davao City
Zamboanga City

PERSON/KM2*
255
63,243
25,351
21,104
12,660
8,724
4,389
2,749
2,282
2,445
1,050
1,119
469
425
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NOTES:
*Estimated land area
used in the
computation of density
is based on the 2000
estimated land areas
certified by the DBM
and published by the
Land Management
Bureau, DENR
**Estimated
population for year
2000 was 76.3 million
Source: National
Statistics Office.
Philippines in Figures
2007.
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Worsening living conditions
ASEAN leaders are well aware of the problems posed by the growth
of slums. During the World Economic Forum on East Asia in June
this year, delegates cited urban congestion as one of the key
problems that the ASEAN region faces. An Asian Development
Bank-commissioned study presented during the forum pointed out
that as more people from the rural areas migrate to the cities looking
for livelihood opportunities, pollution and traffic congestion will
worsen, the quality of life in urban areas will further deteriorate,
and poverty will escalate.
Indeed the problem of deteriorated living environments is already
on a massive scale in the country. The Water and Sanitation Program
(WSP)-East Asia and the Pacific estimates that there are at least 23
million Filipinos who have no access to basic sanitation like toilets
and clean water. According to Brian Steven Smith, acting regional
team leader of WSP, the Philippines ranks fourth in the region when
it comes to basic sanitation problems. Worst in the region is China,
followed by Indonesia and Vietnam.
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Lack of political will and coordination among the different agencies
caused this problem, Smith said.
Unavailability of basic sanitation is the main culprit in the uncontrolled
spread of water-related diseases in the country. It is estimated that
31% of illnesses among Filipinos are water-related, such as diarrhea
and E. coli. Each day, some 25 Filipinos die from diarrhea.
Moreover, the lack of proper human waste disposal systems causes
the contamination of aquifers and underground water reservoirs
that are sources for drinking water. This, again, poses a great
health risk to the general population.

Income disparity
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According to the Habitat for Humanity, the housing crisis will only
worsen because of the increasing gap between the rich and the
poor.

Because of the rising inequality in the Asian region, economic and
development gains have not really benefited the poor, Habitat noted.
In fact, it said, “in some cases, [it] has negatively affected lowincome urban residents.”
It warned that uneven economic growth in the Asian region will
have severe economic, social and political impact.

Brisk business
Contrary to popular notions, the housing business in the country is
bracing – for those who have the means. The outlook from the
commercial housing sector is very upbeat. CBRE-Philippines, a
leading player in the commercial housing market, forecasts that
there will be “continued growth in the Philippine housing sector.”
The real estate sector has been showing momentum since 2004,
and it has not lost steam since then.
The housing demand is largely fueled by remittances from OFWs
(which reached an estimated $12.76 billion in 2006) and Filipino
immigrants, as well as by the housing requirements of urban
professionals. These sectors seek housing packages in the P1.5 to
P2.5 million price range.
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The outlook is so bright, apparently, that market analysts predict a
double-digit growth in the short- to medium-term.

At the expense of the poor
But the commercial housing sector’s good fortune comes at the
expense of the very poor, primarily because vigorous demand for
pricier and higher-scale housing spikes real estate value.
Escalating land value means increasing numbers of families – even
those who have access to government financing – will be bumped
off the real estate market. As for the marginalized sector, who
have no access at all to flexible financing, acquiring a piece of
land will be next to impossible.
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As the Habitat report notes, “one of the most disturbing trends
present throughout the region is the rise of wealth and income
inequality” which, according to the study, “affects shelter conditions
directly in that those with wealth effectively drive up urban land
prices.” In the rural areas, meanwhile, “land holdings concentrated
in a few hands is a chief contributor to landlessness and poverty.”
This, says Habitat, is probably one of the reasons why there is a
massive exodus from the rural areas towards the urban centers.
But in trying to flee the crushing poverty in the provinces, the rural
people only end up in slums, where crushing poverty and
deprivation await them.
“Rapid urbanization and rising urban land prices have increased
the number of slum dwellers,” Habitat said.

Scams
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The bright outlook has also attracted those who want to profit
through dishonorable means. There have been news reports that
overseas Filipino workers (OFWs) are falling victims to all kinds of
questionable investment schemes, including housing scams.
Reportedly, some people have been duped into buying, through
“pre-selling” schemes, real estate and townhouses or condominium
units that remained unfinished.
Because the units are “pre-sold,” when construction does not push
through, buyers are often not fairly refunded.
When this happens, buyers have nowhere to go for restitution,
primarily because there are questions of jurisdiction over the cases.
Some were referred to the justice department, for the filing of estafa
charges. But it is the opinion of the justice secretary that the final
jurisdiction rests with the Housing and Land Use Regulatory Board
(HLURB).
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HLURB, however, does not have punitive powers and can only order
the seller or developer to return the money. It is unclear what recourse
is available to the buyer should the developer fail to return the
money.

Left on their own
But housing scams like these that victimize the OFWs will not be
solved merely by ironing out jurisdiction issues.
At the root of this problem is a market-oriented environment where
the government leaves its citizens at the mercy of the private
(business) sector. When government housing projects are not
attractive enough, those with the capability, no matter how limited,
will opt for housing provided by the private sector, i.e., by
commercial developers.
Yet, instead of expanding and improving its housing and human
settlement program, the government is encouraging the participation
of private/commercial developers and financial institutions in
housing construction and financing. Lesser government role in the
provision of housing and housing finance is the first among the
four priority strategies identified in the Medium-Term Philippine
Development Plan for Shelter to achieve the government’s housing
goals.
Giving the business sector greater role in the provision of housing
and allowing market forces to blindly dictate the availability and
affordability of dwelling units certainly will have negative effects
on the Filipinos’ efforts to realize their housing rights. As already
noted, increased housing demand in the private/commercial sector
pushes land prices beyond the reach of the poor, further depriving
them of the opportunity to secure a piece of land on which to build
their dwellings.
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The duty of providing affordable and acceptable housing and
habitable settlements, especially for the poor majority, should never
be relinquished by the state.

Bloated accomplishments
The government’s housing accomplishments, already way below
the moderate targets, should not be taken at face value. The latest
audit report available from the Commission on Audit (COA)
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concludes that the housing program of the government “could not
be considered effectively implemented” (COA, 2005). The audit
report noted that
1. the government was unable to meet the targeted housing
needs;
2. there was weak coordination among housing agencies; and
3. there were inadequate policies for land banking and for
disposition/distribution of available housing units.
From 2001 to 2004 (the period covered by the audit), the
government had a modest target of 1.2 million out of the total
estimated 3,624,000 housing units needed. But the audit found out
that “of the total target, only 892,216 units were reportedly
accomplished as of September 2004” ( emphasis supplied ).
Foremost among the reasons for this below par accomplishment is
the weak coordination among the housing agencies.
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More damning is the COA’s conclusion that
This reported accomplishment may even be
considered bloated as HUDCC failed to establish
performance indicators to accurately measure
overall performance as evidenced by double or
triple reporting of a single accomplishment. (COA
2005, p. 4)
The audit team reported that there was no way the Housing and
Urban Development Coordinating Council (HUDCC) could
effectively monitor its performance because the housing agency
had “no established criteria to measure [its] performance.” The
report pointed out that in reporting its accomplishments, the HUDCC
used performance indicators that “var[ied] from year to year[,
thereby] affecting the accuracy of the reported figures and hindering
a comparative analysis of its performance” (p. 74).
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Indeed, the government’s housing accomplishment reports are
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confusing. HUDCC alone cannot reconcile its own accomplishment
statistics; nor does it use a uniform lexicon in its accomplishment
reports. For example, in its cumulative accomplishment report
covering 2001-2006, it reported having assisted 33, 411 Northrail
families [see Table 3A, Housing Accomplishment of the Arroyo
Administration (2001-2006)]. Then in a latter report, it stated that
as of July 30, 2007, a total of 23,011 families affected by the
Northrail project have been relocated to 16 resettlement areas [see
Table 3B, PNR Rail Systems Relocation and Resettlement Program
Accomplishment (as of July 30, 2007)].
TABLE 3A. Housing Accomplishment of the Arroyo Administration
(2001-2006)
HOUSEHOLDS ASSISTED
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Housing Production
Northrail 1/
Southrail
Esteros
Pasig River
Resettlement Assistance to LGUS
NHA Administered Resettlement
Mt. Pinatubo Resettlement
Slum Upgrading
Sites and Services
Core Housing (NHA)
Medium-Rise Housing (NHA)
Community Based Housing
Housing Financial Assistance
Provision of Housing Facilities
Other Local Housing Projects
TOTAL

2006
15,390
14,513
0
0
0
877
0
0
1,338
2,061
927
105
0
0
600
9,287
29,708

TOTAL (2001-2006)
87,962
33,411
8,003
218
2,904
13,767
1,159
28,500
19,354
8,279
5,622
1,745
0
3,570
2,641
18,582
147,755

1/
Does not include households which availed of the ‘Balik Probinsya’ program
(19,012); were given housing financial assistance (3,337); or were relocated to
other places (450).
Source: http://www.hudcc.gov.ph/www/SiteFiles/File/Housing%20Databases/
Arroyo,%202001-2006.pdf
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Table 3B. PNR Rail Systems Relocation and Resettlement Program
Accomplishment (as of July 30, 2007)
AREA
Northrail Project
Section 1: Caloocan City – Malolos City, Bulacan
Section 2: Malolos City, Bulacan –
Clark, Pampanga
Rail Linkage Project (Southline)
Manila, Makati & Taguig Segment
Laguna area
Total

FAMILIES RELOCATED
23,011

13,585
9,692
3,893
36,596

Source: http://www.hudcc.gov.ph/index.php?p=59

If, at the level of monitoring and reporting, the main housing agency
of the government cannot be trusted to be efficient and serious,
then it is difficult to expect efficiency and seriousness at the
implementation stage.

Empty houses
Building dwelling units is just a step towards solving the country’s
housing backlog. The existence of a housing unit does not necessarily
mean one more family has been rescued from an insecure
settlement. As the auditors found out,
Not all completed units were distributed/awarded or
disposed of. An accumulated total of 66,694 units
remained undisposed or undistributed by the
implementing agencies as of September 2004 due to
inadequate policies for disposition of available
units…[A]nother 19,179 acquired units remained on
hand[,] defeating the purpose for which these units
were generated. Of the 19,179 acquired units for
disposition, documentary requirements of 8,571 units
are still being completed[,] while disposition papers
of 855 units are already in process. These conditions
not only wasted [the] government’s limited resources
but likewise deprived qualified beneficiaries of decent
housing. (COA 2005, p. 4)
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According to the auditors, the agencies implementing the
government’s housing program “do not have [a] timeline for the
disposition of generated lots/housing units.” Delays in the
disposition of housing units were noted; there were cases where
the available units were distributed only after 55 to 459 days.
Thus, as of June 2004, there were 66,694 lots/units that were
available but were not awarded to the beneficiaries. Another
19,172 acquired units remained undisposed, thus “defeating the
very purpose for which these units were generated (COA 2005, p.
64).”

Inadequate planning
The COA audit also noted that the housing agencies’ plans were
“inadequate,” citing the following as illustrative cases:
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• In five NHA [National Housing Authority] projects,
only 2% to 60% of the total number of affected families
were included in the NHA’s target. Moreover, it
appears that the affordability level of the projects visà-vis the paying capacity of the targeted beneficiaries
was not considered in prescribing the floor prices for
socialized housing units[, thus] contributing to the
accumulation of unawarded units and low collection
efficiency. The prescribed floor prices of P629.40 to
P2,130 were not affordable to the lowest 30% of the
urban wage earners the NHA intends to serve.
• Of the total 10,882 hectares of land acquired by
the NHA as of June 2004, 614 remained idle,
undeveloped and without any intended beneficiaries[,]
of which 287 were acquired during the period 1995
to 2003. Included in this inventory are 48 hectares of
land with existing tenancy problems.

Slowpoke
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Indeed, the government’s housing program leaves much to be
desired, especially its program for the families that have been forcibly

uprooted from various squatter communities because of the
Northrail-Southrail project. While the government has endeavored
to provide relocation and resettlement for those evicted, the
implementation has been fraught with a lot of controversies (as
reported in previous issues of In Focus).
For one, the pace of resettlement has not kept up with the haste by
which the communities have been torn down.
As of February 7, 2007, the government reported that it has already
relocated some 214 families to the 28-hectare Southville resettlement
site. The site can accommodate up to 6,000 families.
This very low resettlement rate speaks much about the efficiency of
the government program.

Buffoonery
In a much-publicized visit to the Southville resettlement site on
February this year, the president awarded three housing units and
179 certificates of lot allocation (CELAs). Compare this to the rate
and speed by which squatter neighborhoods have been demolished
and the staggering number of families that have lost their homes,
and it becomes apparent how ridiculously inefficient the
government’s resettlement program is.
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When dwellings are demolished by the tens of thousands, making
a show out of awarding three housing units is at once an exercise
in buffoonery and a nauseating joke visited upon the wretched.
As for CELAs, these do not even count as shelters. The certificate
does not, strictly speaking, make one a lot owner because it only
points to a tiny slice of land where a family may build its shelter.

Unaffordable “low-cost” housing
One obvious weakness of the government’s so-called low-cost
housing program, aside from the flaws already pointed out, is the
unrealistic pricing scheme.
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In its Medium-Term Philippine Development Plan on Shelter (20042010), government planners themselves admit that “government
resources…are limited and most public programs tend to produce
complete shelter packages largely unaffordable to the poor.”
The COA audit disclosed that the NHA’s pricing scheme was beyond
the means of the intended targets of the program. The NHA’s
prescribed floor prices for the socialized housing projects, which
range from P629.40 to P2,130.00, “were not affordable even to
the lowest 30% income earner it intends to serve under Executive
Order No. 90,” the audit reported.
As the auditors pointed out, the lowest 30% population has an
average income that range between P8,026 and P55,001 per
year. Based on calculations by the National Statistics Office (NSO),
the average low- to middle-income Filipino family spends about
13.3% of its income for housing/dwelling unit (see Graph 2).
Considering this expenditure pattern, the families targetted for the
socialized housing scheme can only afford a monthly amortization
of about P88.95 to P609.59.
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GRAPH 2. Expenditure Pattern of Filipino Families (2000)
Food regularly consumed
outside the home; 5.3%
Food consumed
at home; 37.5%

Transportation and
communications;
7.4%

Other
expenditures;
8.4%
Taxes paid;
2.2%

Household
operations; 5.8%
Medical
care; 2.2%

Rent/rental
value of
dwelling
unit; 13.3%
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Fuel, light and
water; 6.5%

Personal care &
effects incl.
clothing; 6.8%
Education; 4.0%
Recreation; 0.5%

Source: NSO, http://www.census.gov.ph/data/sectordata/
2003/fie03fr19.htm

Unrealistic pricing scheme
But the projects developed by the NHA require a monthly payment
of P629.40 to P2,130.00. This is way beyond the means of the
intended beneficiaries. The only affordable housing project,
according to the audit report, was a resettlement project in Bagong
Silang, Caloocan City. The problem is, the P50.00/month housing
project is available only to original tenants.
The P50/month amortization in Bagong Silang is a special case.
Most of the government’s socialized housing projects are priced
several times over. For example, a planned medium-rise building
that will accommodate the informal settlers in Barangay 636 in
Nagtahan, Manila would have a monthly amortization of
P1,200.00.
This unrealistic pricing scheme contributed to the NHA’s arrears,
which ranged from three months to five years (amounting to
P1,929,509 at the time of the audit). It also contributed to the
agency’s very low collection efficiency (11.66%). Because the
housing units were unaffordably priced, dwellings remained
unawarded and idle in several government housing projects. At
the same time, thousands of families who were already awarded
housing are now facing eviction because they could not scrimp
enough money to pay the amortization.
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The government auditors pointed out that this not only wasted
government resources, it also defeated the very purpose and
objective of the government’s housing program.
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TABLE 4. Affordable Monthly Amortization Scheme Based on Family Expenditure
Pattern
TOTAL NUMBER
OF FAMILIES

%

AVERAGE ANNUAL AFFORDABILITY
INCOME
LEVEL1/

MONTHLY AMORTIZATION
MRH

35,556
329,012
836,651
1,170,541
1,388,507
1,196,126
Subtotal:
4,956,393
1,983,219
1,496,280
Subtotal:
8,435,892
2,431,060
2,382,193
1,528,433
492,077
15,269,655

0.2
2.2
5.5
7.8
9.1
7.8
32.6

P 8,026
P 16,040
P 25,434
P 35,143
P 44,968
P 55,001

P 88.95
P 177.78
P 389.50
P 415.86
P 498.39
P 609.59

12.9
9.8
55.3

P 69,319
P 89,599

P 768.28
P 993.05

15.9
15.6
10.0
3.2
100.00

P 122,080
P 191,913
P 337,256
P 939,397
P144,039

P 1,353.05
P 2,127.03
P 3,737.92
P 10,411.65

TOWER BAGONG
VILLE SILANG
P50.00**

P629.40
–
P909.27
P750.00
–
P2,130.00

P841.00
–
P1,117.00

based on the latest available Family Income and Expenditure Survey (2003)
findings, (13.3% allocated for housing amortization / rent / rental value of dwelling)
**offered to original tenants only
Sources: COA (2005, pp. 42-43,); NSO
1/

Outside the housing market
The housing “market” is composed of three broad sectors, based
on financial capability (COA, 2005):
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1. The poor or marginalized sector, which cannot
afford to pay for any type of housing. Also referred to
as the informal sector, this sector does not really figure
in the housing market. Because they are unemployed,
seasonally employed, or engaged in marginal forms
of employment, those in the informal sector are not
amortizing members of the Home Development Mutual
Fund (popularly known as Pag-IBIG Fund), the
Government Ser vice Insurance System (whose

membership is composed of government employees),
or the Social Security System (for private sector
employees and those who are self-employed). They
have no access to flexible and/or easy-term financial
assistance. Needless to say, they have no sources of
steady income with which to sustain a monthly housing
amortization.
2. The low-income sector, which has “low affordability”
but can pay for housing if provided with the right
package and some measure of financial assistance.
3. The middle- to high-income sector, which can afford
to borrow at market rates.
Strictly speaking, the country’s housing market is largely geared
towards the second and third sectors. These are the families that
have some means of paying for housing, no matter how limited
this means may be for some, especially for those in the low-income
bracket. Access to housing financing usually comes in the form of
membership in GSIS, SSS or the government-run Pag-IBIG fund. So
when the government talks of providing housing, it is generally
referring to the two sectors that can afford to amortize.
In October 2006, President Arroyo issued Memorandum Circular
No. 112 for the conduct of a Housing Fair for Employees in the
Public Sector. The housing fair, which ran until April of 2007, sought
to “enable government employees to avail of affordable housing
units as non-wage benefits” and to encourage the general public
to avail of affordable housing.
Offered for sale through the housing fair were foreclosed/acquired
properties of shelter agencies (Pag-ibig Fund, Home Guaranty
Corporation or HGC, National Home Mortgage Finance
Corporation or NHMFC) and government financial institutions,
such as Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), GSIS, SSS, Land Bank of
the Philippines (LBP) and Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation
(PDIC) “at a very low cost, with minimum interest rate of 6% and
maximum repayment period of 30 years.”
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Some 3,122 families reportedly availed of housing units through
the Fair.

Another contract with China
Another government initiative that broadly hints at the government’s
priorities is a planned feasibility study for mass housing that targets
government and private sector employees in the “low-salary”
bracket, which the report identified as soldiers, police and teachers.
The study shall be funded by the People’s Republic of China. In a
ceremonial turn-over on April 30, 2007, Chinese Ambassador Li
Jinjun presented to Vice President Noli de Castro (who also heads
the HUDCC) a check amounting to US$270,000 to fund the said
study. The amount was sourced from the grant covered by the
Agreement on Economic and Technical Cooperation which was
signed January 2007 by the National Economic and Development
Authority (NEDA) and China’s Ministry of Commerce.
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The study output will be a project proposal for a low-cost institutional
housing project that will be submitted, again, to the Chinese
government for funding. The housing packages to be offered under
the project would each run up to P700,000. It will be piloted in
areas which the government has proclaimed as housing sites.
Identified areas include the San Miguel Property in Bulacan; Silang,
Cavite; and other military camps.
The proposal is expected to be ready by the third quarter of 2007.
According to reports, this grant from the Chinese government marks
the start of the Philippines-China Housing Development Program.
The government hopes that through this program, the estimated
3.7 million housing need in the country will be reduced by 2010.
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Between 2005 and 2010, the Arroyo administration intends to build
a total of 1,145,668 housing units: 780,191 under the socialized
scheme; 365,282 low-cost houses; and 195 medium priced units
(see Graph 3). Curiously, this 6-year target is lower than the 1.2
million goal it set for its first four years in office (2001-2004).

780,191
(68.10%)

GRAPH 3. Housing Targets
Under the Medium-Term
Housing Development Plan,
2005-2010
365,282
(31.80%)

195
(0.01%)

Socialized (Below
P225,000.00)

Low Cost
(P225,000-P2M)

Medium
(P2M-P4M)

Source: Medium-Term Philippine Development Plan on Shelter, 2004-2010

But what about the marginalized?
At face value, a housing project that will benefit civil servants is of
course highly laudable. Certainly, it would answer the housing
problems of a number of families. But this project calls attention to
the government’s seeming blindness to the more urgent human
settlement crisis that plagues the marginalized sectors of society,
those who are at the lowest rungs of the economic ladder and
whose capacity to pay even for socialized housing is very weak or
totally nonexistent.
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As urban poor dwellers have pointed out, housing amortization,
no matter how low, is still beyond their capacity. Bulk of the urban
poor dwellers’ earnings (if there are earnings at all), go to household
expenses like food, fuel, light and water. Setting aside money for a
housing unit, when that money can be used to assuage hunger, is
just too much to ask of them.
Even housing officials admit that indeed, the government’s shelter
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program is way beyond the reach of the poor. According to Felix
Salino, HUDCC coordinator for Southern Mindanao, only families
with regular income can avail of these houses. He concedes that,
even if the government’s housing program is very affordable, “it
can accommodate only a few.”
“How can a family pay for a house if family members are not even
earning enough income in the first place?” asks Alfred Depala,
spokesperson of KADAMAY in Southern Mindanao.1/
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Providing shelter security is not simply about construction of dwelling
units. For those whose paying capacity is severely impaired, housing
security programs should start by providing the depressed sectors
with enabling programs and an environment conducive to human
development. Such programs should increase the poorest sector’s
capacity to avail of the government’s socialized housing project.
Primarily, this means providing employment opportunities to the
vulnerable sector. It also means delivering basic social services that
are sorely missing in the disadvantaged communities, because the
absence of these basic services severely impair the poor sector’s
capacity to provide for daily needs. Relatedly, increasing the daily
wages of minimum income earners would increase their capacity
to enrol in the government’s socialized housing scheme.

Controversies
This mass housing contract with China should also be viewed against
the backdrop of the scandal and controversy raging over other
bilateral agreements which the Arroyo government has entered
into. Among these are the ZTE broadband deal with China, the
Japan-Philippines Economic Partnership Agreement (JPEPA), and
other recent “deals” between the governments of the Philippines
and China.
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Peasant groups, fisherfolk organizations and agrarian reform
advocates, for example, are protesting an agricultural agreement
that would allow the use of some 1.24 million hectares of farm
lands for bio-fuel needs of China. Aside from the grave implications
on the country’s sovereignty and patrimony, these various

agreements have been tainted by corruption and lack of
transparency and consultation with the people. On closer
examination, these deals contain onerous conditions that, in the
long run, will work against the interests of the nation.
In fact, the ill effects of these agreements are already being
shouldered by thousands of poor Filipino families. The controversial
Philippine National Railway (PNR) rehabilitation project, funded
by a multi-billion peso loan from China, has, by last count, displaced
at least 29,0002/ families from Metro Manila and Bulacan. The
forced eviction of thousands upon thousands of squatter families
from their settlements along the railway tracks – some of whom
had lived in the area for more than 50 years – was unprecedented
in Philippine history. It earned the country the distinction of being
one of the worst violators of housing rights, an “award” conferred
by the Geneva-based Centre on Housing Rights and Evictions
(COHRE).

Desperate circumstances
In April this year, COHRE representatives and housing rights experts
from Cambodia, Indonesia, Australia and South Africa, together
with the Urban Poor Associates (UPA), visited the residents of
Southville relocation site in Cabuyao, Laguna. They also visited
families evicted from their homes along the waterways (esteros)
and railroad tracks (riles) in Metro Manila.
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In a press statement released after the visit, Dan Nicholson,
Coordinator of COHRE’s Asia and Pacific Programme, said that
all the members of the fact-finding mission “were visibly moved by
the desperate circumstances of the affected communities.”
He said that the Philippine government did not comply with basic
international human rights standards as well as domestic laws. “We
trust that the relevant Philippines authorities will look into prosecuting
those responsible for breaches of the law,” he told the media.
Nicholson also accused the national and local governments of
repeatedly chosing “to overlook the human rights of citizens by
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carrying out arbitrary forced evictions.” According to him, “The
evictions have caused thousands of urban poor to lose their homes
and livelihoods, and left them destitute. It is of great concern that
these evictions continue to take place throughout the Philippines.”
COHRE, UPA and the team of international housing experts urged
the Arroyo government to halt all evictions along the railway lines,
unless adequate relocation sites are found (with the consent of the
affected communities). They also called on the Arroyo government
to ensure that relocations sites are safe, secure and healthy, and
that undertakings previously made by the government to affected
communities are fully implemented. The housing experts also asked
the government to stop all evictions along the esteros in Metro
Manila unless it complies with domestic and international housing
rights standards. Lastly, they challenged the Arroyo administration
to invite the Special Rapporteur on Adequate Housing to conduct a
mission to the Philippines immediately.

Back to demolitions
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All these calls went unheeded.
The dust kicked up by the election ruckus had barely settled when
the demolition crews once again invaded the slums.
In one of the bloodiest demolitions ever, nine people were killed
and at least 10 others wounded when squatters clashed with police
and military men. This happened on June 25, 2007 in the upland
town of Rizal, Kalinga province.
The fatalities came from the ranks of the residents, who were trying
to defend their dwellings and farms, while those wounded were
police officers acting as reinforcements to the demolition crew. A
lawyer for the residents, Rustico Gagate, said the fatalities included
an old woman and elderly men. They were all Kalinga natives who
were in the village to reclaim their ancestral land.
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Some 50 other residents were also brought to the hospital for
treatment.
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Protocols of war [against the homeless]
The disputed land is owned by “a powerful politician in the
province,” reports say. The demolition was ordered after the said
politician secured a court order to evict the settlers.
Two weeks after the violent demolition, an initial investigation by
the Commission on Human Rights (CHR) held that the police and
military “acted within the bounds of their duty when they responded
to attacks of tribesmen who resisted the demolition of their shanties
in a 200-hectare property in Sitio Malapiat, Brgy. San Pascual,
Rizal, Kalinga.”
CHR investigators said “the police complied with the observance
of the protocols of war and the rules of engagement.” Still, the
report recommended further “documentation and investigation.”
The CHR further said that it would not intervene in the land dispute
since the case is already pending in court.
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Other casualties
The ten Kalinga tribespeople were not the only casualties as a result
of demolitions. Earlier this year, on January 5, a 14-year-old boy
was killed while three others were seriously injured when the
demolition team from the Metro Manila Development Authority
(MMDA) clashed with residents of a Muslim neighborhood in
Baclaran, Parañaque City.
The victim was identified as Jamal Ampuan. Those wounded were
identified by Muslim leaders as Alex Gapar, 35; Calid Camama,
27; and Anoar Abdul Latip, 13. They were brought to the San Juan
de Dios Hospital where they were treated for gunshot wounds.
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The MMDA Clearing Operations Group were tearing down the
wooden footbridge which connected the community of some 5,000
residents to Roxas Boulevard, fronting the Redemptorist Church.
MMDA operatives alleged that they were fired at and that bottles
were hurled at them. The alleged attack prompted the MMDA men

to fire back. But one neighborhood leader belied the MMDA claim,
saying the gunshots came from the MMDA operatives.
“Nobody fired from our community but some residents hurled bottles
at the MMDA to prevent them from tearing down our bridge,”
Muhammad Rasul said.
The wood-and-bamboo footbridge was the community’s only access
to and from their homes, community leaders said. Residents had
requested the MMDA to postpone the demolition because they were
expecting Muslims from other parts of Metro Manila to visit and
pray at their mosque on the day of the demolition.

Tension in a Muslim neighborhood
Tension was rife again in early June in the same Muslim community
in Baclaran when the Philippine Reclamation Authority (PRA) sought
the removal of makeshift dwellings to make way for a commercial
center.
The Muslim residents vowed “to die fighting” especially for their
mosque, which was in the area and was also slated for demolition.
The 300 families living in the area were amenable to being
relocated, but they said the government could not provide a suitable
relocation site.
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After a Pasay City court denied the residents’ petition for a
restraining order, the Office of Muslim Affairs and the Saudi
Arabian Embassy wrote Malacañang, asking that the “sanctity of
the Grand Mosque be preserved.”
But on June 7, 2007, the demolition pushed through. The PRA
however spared the mosque, pending the identification of a site
for its transfer. Not all of the residents moved out, however. Some
stayed in the neighborhood. On the last week of June, the Court of
Appeals granted a 60-day temporary restraining order (TRO),
which prevented the eviction of the residents who stayed behind at
the reclamation area. The CA also ordered a stop to further
demolition of the remaining shanties and the mosque.
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Bullying the dispossessed
If there’s any agency that typifies the bully in the eyes of the urban
poor, it is no other than the MMDA, with its thuggish demolition
teams.
Early this year, members of the Urban Poor Associates (UPA) sought
the help of the Manila regional trial court, seeking respite from
their impending eviction from their dwellings under the San Andres
Bridge 1, along South Super Highway in Paco, Manila.
The petition was filed by the Samahan ng mga Taga Ilalim ng
Tulay Neighborhood Association (SAINT) on behalf of some 54
families who have lived for more than 14 years along Estero Tripa
de Gallina.

Tired and losing hope
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In their sworn statements, the petitioners said that starting October
2006, the MMDA and the Department of Public Works and
Highways (DPWH) have threatened and continue to threaten to
demolish their homes without offering them relocation sites.
“Our families are concerned that we might be evicted from our
homes any time. We have been doing the rounds of government
agencies for the last six years so that we could be relocated, but all
we have received are promises. We are tired and losing hope”
said one of the leaders of the affected residents.
The petitioners said that the demolition violates the Constitution
and R.A. 7279 (the Urban Development and Housing Act). It also
runs counter to the provisions of the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), the petitioners
maintained.
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The DPWH has verbally informed the settlers that it would demolish
the houses, sayingt it wants to repair the bridge. But it has not given
the residents any written notice; nor has it conducted a dialogue
with the affected residents.

Relocation: no houses, water, light, jobs
The MMDA deferred its plans to evict the residents, but it warned
that it will pursue the demolition, which is part of its “Metro Gwapo”
project.
True enough, last February, before the judge could render a
decision on the case, the MMDA forcibly evicted 57 families living
under the bridge. Tension erupted during the eviction, when a fight
broke out between the barangay captain, who took the side of the
bridge dwellers, and the MMDA operatives. According to Dennis
Murphy of UPA, “shots were fired by the MMDA.” Everyone “ran
in fear for their lives,” he recounts.
Despite appeals from the residents, the MMDA relentlessly pursued
the eviction drive until it had uprooted a total of 914 families. Even
the intervention of the Manila archdiocese couldn’t stop the evictions.
The homeless families were offered a site in Calauan, Laguna,
some 100 kilometers away. The families tried the relocation site,
but according to Murphy, “a number of them have come back
[because] the place has no houses, water, light or jobs.”
This non-provision of basic services such as shelters, water, electricity
and employment opportunities is a common problem faced by
families evicted from the city’s squatter settlements. This is the main
reason why families that have been evicted from slum areas choose
to go back or settle in other slum areas.
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Address: under the bridge
The Estero Tripa de Gallina neighborhood is not the only underthe-bridge community in Metro Manila. Like other public spaces,
bridges have become choice spots for urban poor communities. In
Navotas, the bridge spanning Marara River presides over a thriving
community, residents of which are known as “Bat People.” Here,
several hundred families are packed in box-like hovels. Those who
could not be accommodated under the bridge have opted to build
floating shacks, taking advantage of the space offered by the river
itself. Pieces of styro, salvaged from dumpsites, are placed
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underneath these dwellings as floaters. Footbridges made of
bamboo and scrap wood connect the floating shanties.
But the makeshift shelters of the Bat People are castles when
compared to the living quarters of some 20 families living along
Osmeña Highway in Brgy. San Antonio, Makati City.
Referred to as “Rat People,” these families live right beneath a
stretch of highway which runs over a creek, staking living space on
the banks of a canal. The area is dark, dank and polluted, the
creek giving off a foul smell. Because the area is quite low, the
residents have to stoop when they move around. Access to the
underground lodgings is through a small gap on the side of the
road. One has to literally crawl when going in or out of the place.
There is no electricity; water has to be bought.

Nowhere else to go
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No matter how inhospitable, the place offers a refuge to the families.
“We have nowhere else to go,” explains one of the residents.
They used to be part of a squatter neighborhood that was
demolished in 2006 because of the Southrail project. While most
of their neighbors were able to secure relocation in Southville, these
families weren’t accommodated because the city government of
Makati refused to recognize them as residents of the city.
In May 2006, the families decided to seek help from the Commission
on Human Rights (CHR). For about a month, they camped out at
the grounds of the CHR office. Nothing came out of their action.
Because of prolonged exposure to the elements, a number of
children got sick, recalls one of the residents.
Even in this inhabitable spot, the families are still not safe from
demolition crews. In fact, there have been several attempts to drive
them out of the area. According to one of the residents, during one
such “clearing operation,” a six-month old baby died.
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“She was running a temperature, and we begged the demolition
crew not to proceed with their operation,” recounts the grandmother.
It was raining that day, and they knew that exposing the sick baby
to inclement weather would worsen her condition.
TABLE 5. Housing Sector Priority Relocation Program
PROGRAM

NUMBER OF FAMILIES
TO BE RELOCATED

North Rail Relocation Program
Phase 1 Section 1
Caloocan North
Malabon
Valenzuela
Bulacan (Meycauayan
to Malolos)
Phase 1 Section 2
Calumpit, Bulacan
San Fernando
Clark, Angeles
South Rail Relocation Program
Caloocan South
Manila
Makati
Taguig
Parañaque
Muntinlupa
Laguna
Pasig River Rehabilitation
Program
Esteros Program
TOTAL

37,850
19,953
-3,399
4,102

7,736
4,167
127
688
831

12,452
17,627

2,521
3,569

42,929
1,223
8,597
2,843
2,633
1,279
10,561
15,793

8,286
226
1,590
578
487
237
1,954
3,214

6,802
21,047
108,358

756
2,253
P1
9,03
1
P19,03
9,031

FUNDING
REQUIREMENT
(P MILLION)
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Source: Medium-Term Philippine Development Plan on Shelter, 2004-2010

No relief in sight
There seems to be no respite in store for the thousands upon
thousands of urban poor settlers under the Arroyo administration.
Under the government’s Medium-Term Philippine Development Plan
on Shelter (2004-2010), more families will be forcibly evicted from
their neighborhoods.
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The Housing Sector Priority Relocation Program, which is part of
the medium-term development plan, targets a total of 108,358
families (see Table 5, Housing Sector Priority Relocation Program)
for eviction. The majority of these (80,509 families, or 74.3% of
the total number of target families) will be evicted because of the
Northrail-Southrail Project. This means that the eviction of 29,000
families that has appalled international housing rights advocates is
but the start of a wholesale war against slumdwellers.
Relocating these families will cost the government more than P19
billion.
GRAPH 4. Housing Need, by Category (2005-2010)
New Households (2,585,272)
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Housing Backlog* (984,466)

Substandard
[Upgrading]
(186,334)

* NOTE: For a breakdown of the housing backlog, please see Graph 5.
Source: http://www.hudcc.gov.ph/www/SiteFiles/File/Housing%20Databases/
Medium-Term%20Philippine%20Development%20Plan%20on%20Shelter,%2020042010.pdf
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GRAPH 5. Housing Backlog, by Category (2005-2010)

Double-Up
Housing
(387,315)

Replacement/Informal
Settlers
(588,583)

Homeless
(8,298)
Source: http://www.hudcc.gov.ph/www/SiteFiles/File/Housing%20Databases/
Medium-Term%20Philippine%20Development%20Plan%20on%20Shelter,%2020042010.pdf

Claiming the rights
Providing for the housing rights of millions of Filipinos is a task
that will not be completed with an imperious flick of the wrist.
Each year, more families and households are added to the number
of those that have no access to decent housing (see Graph 4). Housing
programs that are not realistic will only worsen the housing crisis
in the country. If the government does not look at the problem
holistically, that is, as a problem that is rooted in poverty, income
disparities and inequitable distribution of the fruits of development,
then the housing problem will only continue to worsen. More and
more people will end up in slums, sleep on the sidewalks and public
parks, or build makeshift lodgings under bridges and in cemeteries.
When no other shelter is accessible, the desperate poor will claim
whatever space is available, even if these are in the harshest and
most forbidding of places.
With such a bleak future staring at the Filipino people, claiming
the right to housing and making the State accountable to its human
rights obligations as well as its commitments to the Millenium
Development Goals becomes more urgent than ever.
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ENDNOTES:
1/

KADAMAY is an organization of urban poor dwellers.

2/

This estimate is rather conservative and even misleading. Some groups
put figures at around 80,000 families. The HUDCC provides the following
statistics in its Housing Accomplishment of the Arroyo Administration,
2001-2006 (refer to Table 3):

NUMBER OF FAMILIES
Northrail
• Relocated
• Availed of the Balik Probinsya program
• Recipients of Housing Financial Assistance
• Relocated to other places
Southrail
TOTAL

56,210
33,411
19,012
3,337
450
8,003
64,213
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